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This document is divided into two sections
– the main body of the research (which
includes Decorum, Exotica and Pragmatics)
and a separate appendix section (which
contains all supporting material).
In the physical version of this document
the main body section is presented as a
single book of three parts. This book is
arranged so that all the key aspects of the
research (Decorum, Exotica and Pragmatics)
can be seen at the same time – a triptych
of sorts. This format is intended to evoke
the overlapping and intertwining nature of
how these key discoveries operate within
our design practice. None of these insights
stand alone in the context of our work, but
must be viewed together.
The appendix section includes an
introduction to the research, broader
speculation on the meaning of the insights,
both to me and to the wider discipline
of creative practice. It also contains a
catalogue of TAKA’s projects and other
supporting material.
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venturous architectural practice based
in Dublin, Ireland. Our practice began
in 2008 with a series of small domestic
projects which were noted for their creative
use of materials, sensitivity to context and
attention to detail. More recently we have
had the opportunity to widen the scope
of the practice to include medium-scale
sports and education buildings. The
practice has been recognised nationally
and internationally through multiple
awards and publications. We were
exhibitors in the Irish national pavilion
at the Venice Biennale in 2008 and cocurators of the Irish national pavilion at
the Venice Biennale in 2010. Recently our
Merrion Cricket Pavilion was shortlisted
for the Mies van der Rohe Prize2. A
catalogue of our work to date is included
in the appendices for reference3.

The PhD Programme in Architecture that
I have undertaken is housed within the
model of creative practice research which
was established and developed by Prof.
Leon van Schaik AO and others at RMIT
over the last 30 years. This PhD process
involves practice-based research, and
subsequent presentations of discoveries,
every 6 months at a Practice Research
Symposium (PRS). The PRS events
involve the presentation and discussion
of in-progress research with review panels
and fellow researchers. These collective
PRS events are of critical importance to
the research process as they allow, and
encourage the sharing and open critique
of different approaches to creative practice
research1.
The research documented here is
the result of nearly 4 years of close
examination of the architectural practice
TAKA Architects, which I co-direct with
Alice Casey. TAKA Architects is a small,
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Alice and I began this research in a shared
mode - presenting jointly at early PRS
events4, eventually branching off into our
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individual territories of inquiry. In broad
terms I am looking at the motivations of the
practice and Alice is looking at the methods
of the practice (of course there is overlap
here).

beginning of the research where I thought
we were pursuing a neo-vernacular
architecture8 - purely focused on Ireland to now knowing that we seek a position of
Decorum when we make buildings. Decorum
as I will explain through visual essay, in
text and through case studies is not to be
confused with a conservative position. It
is a sensibility which seeks to adhere with
the context enough to allow a conversation
and participation with the context but,
(critically) also opens up the possibility of
injecting a radical aspect which questions
and expands the potential of the context at
the same time. I propose that the approach
of Decorum allows this to happen in a way
that an explicitly extrovert architecture
cannot. I will show how this sensibility of
Decorum is related to my mental space and
my Formative Spatial History9, growing up
in suburbia and Dublin City.

This document intends to share the
insights into our practice that I have made
through the vehicle of this research. In
it, I intend to explicate the particular
sensibilities which drive the work of the
practice and to show how these were
formed, and how they operate in our
work. The document will focus around
three dominant discoveries made through
this research – Decorum5, Exotica6 and
Pragmatics7 – the documentation of these
discoveries forms the central body of this
research document.
Decorum is the term which I am using to
describe the new, specific, understanding
of the contextually-motivated side of
our work. Moving from a point at the
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Exotica is the term I am using to describe the
motivation to re-create our fascinations10
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in our own work. This recognition that
we employ elements which are completely
unrelated to the local context of the
project in our work is a major revelation
from the research and contrary to how
we viewed the practice at the beginning.
Exotica is the sensibility developed by our
personal ‘fascinations’ which have been
cultivated through an unusually proactive
and targeted series of travels out into the
world. I will show how this sensibility
of Exotica is related to my (ongoing)
Trans-formative Spatial History, and the
compulsion towards targeted travel.

case studies of our work to show how this
thought-structure operates in the design
process itself.
Finally, I explore the underlying urge which
drives these newly discovered sensibilities
in a chapter called Offerings11. Through
this reflective research, I have gained
a new self-awareness of the motivation
for our work to always participate in a
continuous, cyclic process of offering, to
both the Culture of Place and the Culture
of Architecture. This motivation underpins
the sensibilities of Decorum and Exotica
and the design approach of Pragmatics and
accounts (in part) for the specific character
of the architecture which we produce.

Pragmatics is the thought-structure which
collects the motivations of Decorum and
Exotica together in the eventual work. The
sensibilities of Decorum and Exotica exist in
their own right as ideas, but it is only in the
context of a developing design proposal,
in the messy world of practice that they
take on their true nature (and hierarchy).
Pragmatics is here presented as a series of

13
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1 For further information on the PRS process
refer to: The Pink Book By Practice, By Invitation
Design Practice Research at RMIT Architecture &
Design by Leon van Schaik and Anna Johnson

10 the term ‘fascinations’ was used by Jo Van Den
Berghe to refer to what we were calling references
in our PRS01 presentation. I use this term
throughout this research to refer to the things, or
fragments of things (normally, but not exclusively
buildings) which we are instinctively drawn to.

2 Merrion Cricket Club was shortlisted for Mies
van der Rohe European Union Prize 2017

11 See section 4.0 Offerings
3 See section 6.0 Catalogue of the work of TAKA
Architects
4 We presented jointly for PRS01 & 02, separately
for PRS 03 & 04, jointly again for PRS 05 and
separately for final PRS 06
5 See section 1.0 Decorum
6 See section 2.0 Exotica
7 See section 3.0 Pragmatics (and case studies
within)
8 We presented our work in pre-enrolment PRS as
having the ideal of being neo-vernacular
9 The term ‘spatial history’ refers to a person’s
history in space, part of their mental space, an idea
developed by Leon van Schaik in his book Spatial
Intelligence. The related terminology – Formative
& Trans-formative Spatial Histories – are my own
developments of this idea and relate specifically to
this research.
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0.3 Chronology of the
Research

17
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Fig 0.3.1 Pre PRS Presentation - Ghent, April 2013

Alice and I presented at two Practice
Research Symposia (PRS) prior to formal
enrolment. We showed our past work and
explained it in the way we always had
done up until that point. A neat package
where every move had an explanation
and everything was ostensibly in its right
place. We were challenged on this ‘slick’
presentation of our work from the outset
– ‘your work is not vernacular’1 (- of
course it is, they must not understand
what we mean when we say vernacular, - I
remember thinking), ‘you use figuration2
(i.e. form an image of the building in your
mind then work towards this) to develop
designs (- no we don’t, our designs develop
slowly and organically), ‘your buildings
are intensely spatial’3 (- surely not? We
are not interested in space, the spaces
are the result of the tectonic). It would
take some time for the protective shell of
neat explanations which we had built up
around the work to fall away.

Comparative images of clients former and new homes
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In PRS 014 we were ready to be less certain,
more open about how we described
the work – we had seen that this was an
important part of the process. We began
with the stated aim of understanding
more fully the deeper motivations of the
practice. At this point we didn’t know what
these motivations were but we could with
certainty point to things which motivated
us. These were a series of architectural
references which we found ourselves
coming back to repeatedly in the day to
day of practice. We presented a selection
of 40 of theses in a slide show. Each slide
had a reference image on one side and an
image of our own work on the other. We
described what we saw or enjoyed in the
reference, but chose not to describe our
own work, preferring to leave this open
and for links to be made between the
references and our work by others.
Fig 0.3.2 Images from PRS 01
Two example slides from PRS01 Presentation
Random pairings of images of ‘fascinations’ and our own work
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What we were terming as ‘references’ in
this presentation the panel identified as
‘fascinations’5 – things which collectively
expressed a particular view of and love for
the world. This panel conversation was
profoundly important to me. It validated
the deep importance of these images of
buildings (which I had been thinking
were peripheral) to the functioning of our
design practice. They were acknowledged
as being of great importance, and not some
magpie-ish trivia. It allowed us to place
these things we loved (many of which we
had travelled to see in person) at the centre
of our work. I was grateful for this.

Fig 0.3.3 PRS 01
Collection of important references which point to a particular
sensibility
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Fig 0.3.4 PRS 02 Presentation - Ghent, 2014

For PRS 026 we threw ourselves into the
activity of research with more enthusiasm
than certainty. We presented various facets
of this research in a field of drawings and
images hung from what was termed by
the panel as a ‘washing line’ (we had more
noble intentions for the presentation). We
attempted to define our community of
practice, analyse our work process (both
with a large degree of naivety) and look
at our spatial history. Without a doubt
the analysis of our spatial history was the
most rewarding piece of research in this
period. The reflection upon my childhood
in suburbia, and explication of this led to
the nascent discovery of a personal and
particular relationship with the context –
this was not the neo-vernacular approach
we had been proposing prior to the
research. It was something else, which
would develop into a new consciousness
of Decorum in our work.

A ‘washing line’ of various aspects of research and reflection
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Another important aspect of this PRS was
the realisation of the importance of how we
choose to show our work through photos.
The selection of images we presented
were acknowledged by the panel as almost
exclusively ‘frontal’7 ,cropped views –
showing discrete fragments of the work as
opposed to the whole. This recognition
propelled me to examine how I thought
about our work in more detail.

Fig 0.3.5 PRS 02

In PRS 38 presenting without Alice for the
first time I showed a constellation diagram
charting recurring characteristics of our
designs. This constellation was entitled
‘Moment, Coherency and Counterpoint’.
For the first time I recognised and could
point at distinct ‘moments’ in our work
– places of particular focus and attention
within the wider building. I would later
term these moments as architectural
‘fragments’ and eventually understand
them as episodic manifestations of Exotica.

A ‘mental map’ of my childhood suburbia
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Fig 0.3.6 PRS 03 - Barcelona, 2014

In the coherency section I recognised a
desire for coherency of form and also of
each individual interior space. This idea
of coherency would later develop into my
current understanding of Decorum, and it
recognised that the episodic ‘moments’
must be kept in check by coherency for
the work to be (in our eyes) successful.
Finally in the counterpoint section I
acknowledged, perhaps for the first time
(but still unconscious at that point),
that there is a necessary opposition or
contradiction in our work – something I
would have been dissatisfied with at the
outset of this research but now very much
welcome. Of particular importance was
the realisation that we constantly divorce
the interior expression of our buildings
from their exterior presence. This is a core
aspect of my sensibility relating to Decorum
and as I would discover later is directly
related to my Formative Spatial History.

‘Constellation’ diagram of practice motivations
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Fig 0.3.7 PRS 04 - Ghent, 2015
Outline design sketches for House 4 reflecting on the resolution
process
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PRS 049 again presenting alone, I
responded to a question posed from the
panel at the previous session, ‘when is
a design right?’. Titled ‘inflection and
resolution’ this section of research charted
the forces which we invite to inflect our
designs, false starts, and moments of
coalescence in the design process. One
example of this was the early inception of
a small suburban house (House 4). In over
450 sketches which preceded the eventual
outline design solution, I revealed a
struggle to resolve the strong motivational
forces at play (the conservatism of the
suburban context and the desire to make an
exemplary work of architecture at the same
time). Through this research and reflection
process I became conscious for the first
time that the work sought to be contextual
and (critically) counter-contextual at the
same time. I described it then as ‘neither
vernacular nor autonomous’ in nature
but this is a breakthrough moment in
the research towards identifying the
motivations of Decorum and Exotica.

Chronology of the Research
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Fig 0.3.8 PRS 05 - Barcelona, 2015
Non formulaic diagram of design process
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PRS0510 – Here I presented a diagram
called the ‘frame of practice’ of the practice,
which sought to position the findings so far
in relation to our practice. This diagram
sought a non-formulaic explanation of
our design process (as opposed to the
linear, formulaic version presented back
in PRS02) where the various forces and
motivations were situated in peripheral
rings and individual projects found their
own trajectory through these rings. For
the first time I had identified and defined
two major and distinct periods of my
spatial history – formative, related to my
upbringing in suburban Dublin (later
Decorum) - and transformative related to
the fascinations which I actively sought
out in the wider world (later Exotica).
I also termed one ring of the frame of
knowledge the ‘tangible basis of form’.
Which proposed that for a design to be
considered (by us) to be successful, and
hence progress, it must have a basis in
tangible forces present on the site. This I
see now as the basis for what I would later
call Pragmatics and it is tied up in the desire
for revelation (the building as a revealer of
things about the place it is in).

Chronology of the Research
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Fig 0.3.9 PRS 05
‘Accretion’ drawing sequence outlining design development of a current project
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I used an accretion drawing11 of a current
project12 to reveal how different aspects
revealed by the research came into play
at different stages of the design process.
The panel recognised that the ‘shift in
the nature of the practice is a shift into
increasing conciousness’13 In PRS0614 I
presented an initial draft of my proposed
dissertation document, under the title ‘the
function of fascinations’. At this point the
dissertation was focussing on the nature
of fascinations (later Exotica) and how they
operate in our design practice. This draft
developed the idea of a tangible basis
for form into what I was now calling the
‘pragmatic armature’ – noting that this
armature was ‘the thing around which
these ideas (spatial history/ fascinations) take
shape’. I was encouraged to rebalance the
presentation of the dissertation document
away from text, giving more weight to
the imagery of fascinations and our own
work. The question was posed to me ‘if
the fascinations (later Exotica) are a mirror,
what are they reflecting?’ , in other words,
what is the motivation which sits behind
(Decorum and Exotica)?

Chronology of the Research
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Both Alice and I took 12 months out of
the process following PRS06. However
we continued to attend PRS events and
this period of pause and re-evaluation was
instrumental in allowing the final form
of the dissertation to emerge. Following
PRS06 I was certain that I had made
important insights as a practitioner
but was unsure how to represent these
findings to others. In consultation with my
supervisors the content and presentation
of the research was refined into this present
dissertation document.

Fig 0.3.10 PRS 06 - Ghent, 2016
Draft of initial PhD Document entitled ‘The Function of
Fascinations’
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1 Richard Blythe, panel response, pre-enrolment
PRS
2 Leon van Schaik, panel response, pre-enrolment
PRS
3 Michael McGarry, panel response, preenrolment PRS
4 Barcelona, November 2013
5 Jo Van Den Berghe, panel response, PRS 01
6 Ghent, April 2014
7 Jo Van Den Berghe, panel response, PRS 02
8 Barcelona, November 2014
9 Ghent, April 2015
10 Barcelona, November 2015
11 This is a sequential drawing where the project
is built up in stages. Alice Casey initially produced
a version of this type of drawing in her research
relating to a window design in our Waterloo Lane
project.
12 Belvedere College Sports Pavilion
13 Leon van Schaik, panel response, PRS05
14 Ghent, April 2016
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0.4 Relationship to
Alice’s Research
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TAKA Architects was started by myself
and Alice Casey, initially to carry out our
first jobs (House 1 and House 2). We work
together on every project and are both
involved (in varying degrees) in all stages
of all projects. We are also married, and we
began (and are concluding) this research
process together. We come as a pair.

any description, or even suggestion of one
partner taking a lead role in one aspect, and
lesser in another risked pigeon-holing, and
this was dangerous as it could become selffulfilling. We felt strongly that there was no
clear cut delineation – one of us was not a
dreamer and the other was not a realist. We
refused to define our separate roles.

At the outset of this research process Alice
and I were confronted with questions from
the panel about how the practice functions
between the two of us. It was said that we
spoke too much with the one voice and
that our joint presentation of the practice
was too slick.

After presenting together for the first 2
PRS, we then presented separately. We
made the conscious decision at this point
to not look at, or discuss each other’s
research in process – to avoid influencing
and to let each partner naturally gravitate
to the aspect of the practice they were
most interested in. A clear delineation of
territories naturally emerged from this. My
solo presentations focused on the why of
the practice, on the motivations, on what
was driving our design decisions. Alice’s
focused on the how of the practice, how
we achieve the final result (through the
negotiation of site issues – the concrete

We had never really thought about this
question before – who did what in the
practice? – we had just made buildings,
we had both mucked in together where
necessary. But when the question was
posed, of who does what, we became
uncomfortable defining this. We felt that

43
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presentation PRS 03 is memorable here)
and how we go about designing particular
elements of our projects (her study of the
building-up of a complex window design
from small elements is again memorable to
me).
Having allowed this delineation to happen
naturally (rather than artificially define
it, as would have been the case at the
beginning) we felt more comfortable that
it was a true reflection of our individual
interests. My focus in this research
document is the motivation(s) of the
practice. Why we practice and what is
behind our compulsion to design in the
way we do. Alice’s focus is on the method(s)
of the practice. How we design and achieve
these designs in practice.
I can now, admit that these individual
research territories do reflect (in a broad
way) our individual roles in the practice.
I am (generally) the one who proposes
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the first broad stroke designs – I enjoy
conjuring these initial proposals from
the site and from fascinations triggered by
thinking about the site and brief. Alice is
(generally) the editor of these broad ideas,
she challenges them, refines them makes
them richer – she enjoys engaging with the
reality of the everyday to strengthen the
proposal.
But this admission (of having separate
interests within the practice) should only
be taken so far. It would be a mistake to
say that I am the ‘big picture’ person and
Alice is the ‘technical one’. These roles
often flip and I become the champion of
the practical and Alice the advocate of the
Idea. This flipping is most often seen in
the development of construction details –
something we both agree is fundamental to
the success of a project.
It is impossible, I think, to describe the
complexities of even a small practice such
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as our own comprehensively. Together,
these two bodies of research (Alice’s and
mine) should not be considered as doing
so. What I think they do however, is offer
an in-depth investigation of the same
practice through two separate lenses of
inquiry.
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1.0 Decorum
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I wanted to explain to you an
important facet of our work which
I have uncovered through this
research. It is, I think, a primary
aspect which shapes the character of
our buildings. I call this sensibility
Decorum.
I did not know about it (in any
conscious way) prior to this research,
and its uncovering is a major shift
in my self-awareness about our
practice.
Like any sensibility, Decorum in our
work has a history behind it, a series
of events or prolonged experiences
which have, over time, formed it,
shaped it into what it is today.
The impetus to go looking for this
history, or to be able to see it even,
came in the early visits to the PRS
events. In these first sessions, where
I was just an observer, a curious
term arose repeatedly – the ‘Spatial
History’ of the practitioner.

Fig 1.0.1 I grew up in a suburban housing estate in south west
Dublin. This is a typical Streetscape.
Growing up in this remarkably coherent built environment has been
part of my Formative Spatial History
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This idea behind this term proposed,
that a person’s ‘history in space’1
has a direct effect on their future
spatial preferences and shapes how
they approach architectural design.
When I heard this idea articulated
it immediately appeared to me as
being of genuine significance. It is
something I have felt – in a vague,
undefined sense - for a long time, but
before undertaking this research any
conception of what this meant to my
practice was completely unclear.
In the context of Architecture,
the idea of ‘mental space’2 was
pioneered by Leon van Schaik in the
book Spatial Intelligence. 3 Here van
Schaik proposes that the basis for
architectural professionalism (i.e. an
architect’s core skill) should be our
cultivated spatial intelligence rather
than the image of the master-builder
as has been the case historically.

Fig 1.0.2 The houses which make up these streets are all virtually
identical – this is a typical pair of semi-detached houses
Outwardly most houses maintain a certain anonymity
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Van Schaik points out: ‘What has
eluded us is a construct with which to
connect these founding experiences,
unique to each individual, yet
shared through the template we all
inherit, back into the practice of
Architecture’.4
I was drawn to this PhD by Practice
format because it offered a way to
become more conscious of why we
do what we do. I didn’t know why
we chose to design our buildings the
way we did, what propelled us to
expel enormous amounts of energy
in trying to make extraordinary
buildings out of the most modest
of briefs. I was exhilarated by the
thought of understanding the
deeper motivations of the practice
– not for some narcissistic pleasure
– but because it would help form
a platform for us to make more
meaningful work. I wanted to be a
better architect and this seemed like
it would help.

Fig 1.0.3 These standard units are arranged (regardless of orientation) either side of brushed concrete roads
Every street in all directions looked virtually identical
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I was immediately captivated
by this concept of an architect’s
spatial history as a cultivator of a
specific architectural character. And
character is an aspect of architecture
(both generally and in our own
work) which I feel is of the highest
importance. I began to reflect upon
my own upbringing and how this
may have shaped my spatial and
architectural preferences.
The

of

TAKA

Our practice is fundamentally made
up of 2 people, myself and my
partner Alice Casey. We are a small
practice and up until recently we
worked alone without assistants.
We design everything together. We
never separate projects (although
one of use usually takes the lead
for administrative purposes) and all
aspects and details are discussed at
all stages. The projects are essentially
an intertwining of our separate (and
distinct) personalities and qualities.

Fig 1.0.4 This is a place we called ‘the Division’ - a gap between
houses with a tree.
Although it is an apparently anonymous space (a gap between houses)
– this place was highly specific in the mental landscape of the kids
of the estate. A small change in the streetscape had an amplified
significance
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Spatial History
Architects
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The reflective aspect of this research
is inherently personal however. This
poses a predicament when relating
the spatial history of one person
to the produce of two. Alice and
I grew up in the same city, went to
the same school of architecture
and since then have shared the vast
majority of our experiences (we
are married). Nevertheless, Alice’s
spatial history (in particular the
early part) is inevitably different, and
contributes to the work through its
own dynamic. Alice accounts for her
childhood spatial history in her own
research.5
Here I am telling the story of my
spatial history (necessarily) from my
perspective alone. I am confident
of the relevance of the findings to
the work by virtue of the evidence
repeatedly found in the finished
buildings.

Fig 1.0.5 An alternative play space to ‘the Division’ was called ‘the
Hill’
A slight change in topography was enough to make a ‘place’ of
significance in this otherwise uniform context
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I have broken my spatial history into
two broad periods.

Decorum
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My Formative Spatial History (related
to Decorum and largely unshared
with Alice) and my Trans-formative
Spatial History (related to Exotica
and largely shared with Alice).
Dating these periods accurately is
impossible and somewhat pointless.
They are distinguished more by my
consciousness of the world around
me than by dates.
I consider my Formative Spatial History
delineated by a state of passive
absorption of my environment. In
time it stretches from childhood to
somewhere around the completion
of architecture school.
The period of Trans-formative Spatial
History is delineated by a shift to a
more active, engaged relationship
with my environment. It began
towards the end of architecture
school and is typified by periods of
targeted travel outwards from home.

Fig 1.0.6 Such is the ubiquity of the Dublin suburban house type
that it has been made into a backdrop for one of U2’s recent tours
This drawing was based on a band members childhood estate on the
north side of the city yet bears remarkable similarity to my suburbia
on the opposite side of Dublin
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Suburbia
Formative Spatial History (Part 1)
I grew up in the 1980s in a recently
completed housing estate called
Firhouse on the outermost edge
of Dublin’s vast suburban sprawl.
From the roads of the estate we
could see the foothills of the Dublin
Mountains which rose a couple
of miles away. I remember asking
my mother what will happen if the
housing estates spread out more
and cover the mountains? I was told
it could never happen (my mother
was correct) but the thought of it
terrified me because I could visualise
it so clearly.
My somewhat apocalyptic vision
was based on my experiences of
my context. For walking distance
in almost every direction from my
home suburbia pervaded. And
Dublin Suburbia is a special kind of
monotony.

Fig 1.0.7 Here one owner has added a small porch to the front of the
house
Small differences such as this had an amplified significance – In this
place you become attuned to the smallest variation
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Unlike say, the U.S.A. or Belgium
where in suburbia every house is
different, in Dublin they are all
virtually identical, and not just
within each estate but throughout
the entire outer suburbs of the city
which makes up the lion’s share of
the city’s physical size.
Two-storey, semi-detached houses,
with pitched, concrete-tiled roofs
and pebble-dashed walls, perhaps
with a skin of red brick to the front at
ground floor. A front door and one
window at ground level to the street
with two windows over. A front
garden with a driveway and patch
of grass and a rear garden of roughly
equal size surrounded by pebbledashed walls about 2 metres tall.
Fig 1.0.8 Over time people changed their window frames and painted their houses in varying shades of white and magnolia
The visual context gave an impression of overall consistency with
small variations within
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The preceding words could be used
to describe the vast majority of the
houses of the population of Dublin
and the streetscapes are almost as
consistent – rows of houses laid out
along fingers of cul de sacs, concrete
footpaths directly outside the front
gardens of houses with a grass verge
and kerb edging the roadways,
punctuated intermittently by flat
Decorum expanses of grass between estates.
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Sometimes, the houses of slightly
more affluent estates were denoted
by wider window proportions (or
more rarely three windows above
and two below), or less wealthy
estates had narrower windows and
no red-brick at the base. But save for
these subtle nuances, they remained
the same.
To someone from Dublin there
could not have been a more ‘normal’
place than Firhouse. I think now
that the utter normality of suburbia
– its profound ordinariness made
me subconsciously turn away from
relating this aspect of my life to our
architectural work. There was no
epic aspect here. I wasn’t the son of a
master cabinet maker from the Swiss
Alps. I didn’t grow up at one with
nature in a remote tropical paradise.
There was no overt mythology here
which would explain and reinforce
a special approach to architecture. I
just grew up in suburbia.

Fig 1.0.9 One of our first projects (House 4) was to build a new
house for a friend of mine across the road from where I grew up.
This is an important project as it is a very rare example of a new
piece of contemporary architecture in the extremely (architecturally)
conservative context of Dublin suburbia

This research was the vehicle to
move past this dismissal of suburbia.
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Something I now see as fundamental
to my approach as a practitioner.
It allowed me to look again at this
environment without prejudice. I
could look intently, reflect openly and
see the subtleties and specificities
that really existed in Firhouse. The
first formal attempt to reflect upon
suburbia was a ‘mental map’ which
I drew for my PRS02 presentation.6
I had drawn this type of map
previously. After visiting a building
or city I would often draw that place
once I had left, exaggerating elements
which were important or dwelt in my
memory most strongly, and omitting
those which did not. It was a way of
cementing my experience of a place
in my long term memory.
More recently I had made some
drawings as gifts for family
members, of where they grew
up. These drawings were at once
hardline architectural drawings, and
sentimental depictions and I enjoyed
the character of this ambiguity.

Fig 1.0.10 Additions to the front are modest or avoided. Whereas to
the rear more licence for individuality and change is permitted.
Individuality is expressed in suburbia – but it is typically restrained
to the interior or private rear gardens so that the Decorum of the
estate is maintained
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In PRS02 I used a similar approach
to try and capture my reflections
on Firhouse. Although the drawing
itself (see figure 0.3.5) was not very
successful the reflective process
associated with drawing it allowed
me to see suburbia with more
clarity, and understand how it has
had a formative impact on me as an
architect.
In those streets of relentlessly similar
houses, I could now see coherency.
And within this coherency tiny
changes registered more clearly. I
now see that the places we chose
to play as children, although
apparently anonymous, left-over
spaces between houses had a huge
degree of specificity to us. in my
childhood mental space they were as
unique as any town plaza. I see that
I was attuned to read subtle shifts in
window patterns and understand
the significance of these small shifts.

Fig 1.0.11 The local church (an early project by deBlacam &
Meagher Architects)
This Decorum is maintained in a piece of modern architecture where
the exterior is mute yet the interior is highly specific and expressive

I now understand that this context
has had a profound impact on me
and my architectural preferences.
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It has tuned my sensibilities to a high
degree and with great specificity.
I am tuned to register and work
with ‘small differences’. This is, as
opposed to grand gestures or overt
statements of difference. Suburbia’s
consistency (albeit a variegated one)
is ever present in our work and its
relationship to (visible) context.
In addition to this I became aware
that although there was a high degree
of coherency externally in suburbia
this was not the case in the private
realm of these houses. People here
of course, had varying personalities
and characters. They rarely showed
this individuality externally (apart
from maybe their choice of car of
how they tended their front garden).
But internally there was free licence.
People decorated and reconfigured
as they pleased. They expressed
their taste to themselves and guests
invited past the front door. The
internal freedom was as important a
factor in the Decorum of suburbia as
the external reserve.

Fig 1.0.12 The plan of Firhouse Church (Top) and our House 4
(Bottom)
There is now visible to me a (then unconscious) relationship between
the character of these buildings – both internalise their will to be
expressive behind anonymous exteriors
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If a family had saved some money they
would build a new extension to the
rear of the house. These extensions
varied in in size (extensively),
style (within a relatively narrow
spectrum), and layout to reflect the
owners individual preferences and
orientation of the rear of their homes
(something the front never did).
It is now clear to me that my suburbia
was an outwardly consistent and
conservative place. Where external
shows of individuality were, for the
most part avoided. Where there was
outward difference (however slight)
this difference became amplified
against the backdrop of almost
complete uniformity. This applied
to both houses and external spaces.
To the outsider these small
differences did not exist, they were
invisible, cloaked in a monotony of
context. But to live there they were
powerfully present.

Fig 1.0.13 The interiors of Firhouse Church (Top) and our House 4
(Bottom)
Through this research I have unearthed evidence of a spatial and
tectonic sensibility related to my Formative Spatial History in
suburbia which is prevalent in much of our work
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There was one building in Firhouse
which was of genuine (or commonly
held) significance. It was the local
church built in 1978 by deBlacam
and Meagher Architects.
Not
very well known outside Ireland
deBlacam and Meagher were highly
influential on a whole generation of
Irish Architects during the 1980s
and 1990s (TAKA co-curated an
exhibition on their archive as part of
the Venice Biennale 2010). Firhouse
Church was their first completed
building and is recognised amongst
Irish architects as one of the most
important modern church buildings
of the 20th century.
Of course I didn’t know this as
a child. I wasn’t aware it was
‘important’ until I went to my
interview for architecture school and
showed a drawing of it as part of my
portfolio (which got the panel very
excited. )

Fig 1.0.14 This is a typical Dublin Georgian Terrace. Merrion
Square North, Dublin City Centre
The Dublin Georgian is a ‘loose’ version of it’s English predecessor. A
combination of consistency & variation create a ‘dancing terrace’
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To the locals in Firhouse the church
was colloquially known as ‘the
factory’ because it was surrounded
on all sides by a blank exposed
concrete block wall. But even
though pretty much everyone hated
the outside the interior of the church
was universally appreciated. Within
the rectangular wall was a cruciform
space of glass walls, with gardens
held between the two.
As a child sitting in church, bored
out of my mind, it was the structure
which captivated my curiosity.
The roof was held up by a series
of concrete ‘table’ structures with
massive cross bracing, from which
the timber roof joists projected,
holding the glass walls away from
the structure. At the corners of the
crossing, where the tables met were
a cluster of columns with a space
between it and the glass curtain wall
which a child could slip through.

Fig 1.0.15 A building maligned by the general public. The Central
Bank, Dame Street, Dublin
The violent rupture in streetscape and scale lacks a sensibility of
Decorum.
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I remember vividly staring at this
curious cluster of columns, tracing
their routes up into the ‘X’ shapes
of the roof structure and back down
the other side. I had no conception
of what was going on but I remember
being very interested in it. It was
nothing like the flat plasterboard
ceilings and walls of every other
building I knew up to that time. It
had character.
I see now, looking back, in this
building a direct correlation with
the Decorum of the suburbia it sits
in (even if this was not the intention
of the architects). A mute exterior,
which does not express itself in any
way, hides within a highly individual
and expressive space. Its internal
freedom is only permitted by its
external restraint.

Fig 1.0.16 Another indecorus rupture. Civic Offices, Wood Quay,
Dublin

Some 30 years later this island of
architecture in the sea of suburbia
was joined by another designed by
ourselves. I was asked by my oldest
friend to design him a house in the
side garden of his parents corner
house (which was across the road
from where I grew up).

The construction of this building involved the destruction of Viking
archaeological remains. This tabula rasa approach was a particular
affront to Dubliner’s collective metal space
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House 4 is considered in detail in
Section 3.2 but here it is important
to briefly note its importance in
relation to the idea of Decorum.
Although
unconscious
when
designing it, now (upon reflection
through this research) I see it as a
direct descendant of the character
of suburbia in general, and Firhouse
Church in particular. It was for me
the most difficult design task I have
ever undertaken and this is because
it was the direct collision of the
conservatism of suburbia which I felt
so acutely (if subconsciously) and the
ambition of a young architect starting
their career. Although many new
houses have been built in the side
gardens of corner houses (the only
available potential plots in suburbia)
they are almost always carbon copies
of the neighbouring buildings. It is
extremely rare for a building of any
architectural ambition to be built in
these estates and the handful I know
of which have, take a modernist
approach of being explicitly ‘other’.

Fig 1.0.17 Temple Bar Square, Temple Bar, Dublin
The redevelopment of this area by Group 91 retained Decorum
without resorting to mimicry of the surrounding buildings
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In this way, House 4 was an important
project far beyond its diminutive
physical size. I was partly-conscious
of this when designing it but only to
the extent that I was aware we were
using pebble-dash in a contemporary
building – a material which has be
almost entirely shunned by architects
in Ireland, due to its commonness
and connotations with buildings of
little architectural merit.
Externally House 4 adheres to the
prevailing context, save for small
differences (the texture of the pebbledash, the taught eaves detail, the
window proportion and expression).
It has a largely mute external
expression. It has an interior, private
world which is highly individual,
almost hyper-independent from the
exterior.

Fig 1.0.18 Sycamore Street, Temple Bar, Dublin

This house is the manifestation of
the Decorum of my suburbia and my
Formative Spatial History. But the
influence of suburbia on our work, is
not restricted to House 4 alone.

I learned that Decorum could be achieved through a sensitivity to
scale and materials without loosing the integrity of a new building
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Across our work there is (now)
visible to me a common thread
which leads back to this period of
Formative Spatial History.
Our Buildings participate in their
context outwardly, with restraint and
sensitivity. (House 1, House 4, etc.)
We allow ourselves permission
to deviate with small differences
externally, once these differences
do not overwhelm the read of the
building as being in connection with
its context. (St.Patricks Park, House
1 etc.)
We give ourselves licence for highly
expressive interiors, often pursuing
a strategy of explicitly divorcing
the interior of the building from the
exterior either in material, volume
or often both. (House 4, Merrion
Cricket Club, etc.)

Fig 1.0.19 Meeting House Square, Temple Bar, Dublin
The sensitivity with which new buildings and public spaces were
knitted into this historic area was impactful upon me as a student

Where there is no direct context to
link to, the outward expression of
our buildings tend to be modest, and
coherent – pavilion like.
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We restrict our differences to the
private realm (of interior or rear
gardens) hidden from the collective
realm of the street. This is the way of
suburbia.
Dublin City
Formative Spatial History (Part 2)
If my first 17 years in suburbia
constituted the first phase of my
Formative Spatial History (when I
was passively absorbing and being
shaped by my surroundings) then
my next 5, attending architecture
school in Dublin city centre was an
extension and development of this
phase.
Although this period overlaps
with my Trans-formative Spatial
History (which I will introduce
in chapter 2.0 Exotica) I was still
taking in my surroundings without
focus or awareness that it was of
developmental value to me as an
architect.

Fig 1.0.20 The Berkley Library (L) and the Museum Building (R)
Trinity College, Dublin
By passing this group of buildings every day I slowly began to
appreciate the tonal and textural Decorum of the Brutalist Library
against the Venetian Gothic Mueum
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This is also a period which I share
directly with Alice (although we
were a couple of years apart in
architecture school and not to meet
until final year, Dublin city centre
was our shared environment at this
stage of our lives).
The city was by its nature a much
more
dynamic
cosmopolitan
environment than suburbia. It was a
place where modern architecture was
relatively common and difference
was more forcefully expressed in the
built environment.
This is not to say that Dublin City
was, at its core any less conservative
than my suburbia. Dublin has
been largely adverse to modern
architecture (until perhaps within
the last 2 decades when it feels like
it is being more widely appreciated –
outside architectural circles). To the
man on the street in Dublin, modern
architecture = bad and historic
architecture = good.

Fig 1.0.21 Lane Façade, House 1, Dublin. TAKA Architects
Although not replicating its neighbours, this house participates in the
streetscape through the choice of material and scale
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This reductive equation was fuelled
in the most part by a couple of
high profile buildings (built in
the 1970s by the same architect7)
which prompted collective loathing
from the people of the city, and
have coloured the view of modern
architecture up until recently.
Both buildings were constructed in
a kind of corporate American brand
of modernism. And although the
style of the buildings did nothing
to endear them to the public, it was
more the tableau rasa approach
to their sites which was most
controversial. The Central Bank on
Dame Street involved the demolition
of a number of 18th century buildings
and formed a distinct rupture in an
otherwise continuous street scape.
Even more controversially the
Dublin Civic Offices (colloquially
known as ‘the bunkers’) uncovered
an important Viking settlement
during construction, but despite
widespread
public
protests,
construction proceeded regardless.

Fig 1.0.22 Extension, Magennis Square, Dublin. TAKA Architects
This small extension sits back from the street behind a brick wall.
The more unusual glazed façade is hinted at, but the primary read
from the street is of continuity
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This wholescale eradication of
physical history and insensitivity
to the surroundings was an affront
to ‘communal mental space’8 of
Dubliners.
Undoubtedly this commonplace
feeling has had an influence on the
generations of architects which have
emerged since the 1980s. The best
of Irish Architecture since then
has been strongly characterised by
an engagement with, rather than a
challenging of, the physical place in
which it is built.
There are 3 specific aspects of
the city which I feel had the most
influence on me during my time
spent there as a student – these
were Temple Bar, Trinity College
Campus and the Georgian Terraces.
Each of these was a specific lesson
in contextualism which I fell has
endured and expanded the notion of
how Decorum could be achieved.

Fig 1.0.23 Extension, Clonskeagh road, Dublin. TAKA Architects
In this rear extension, hidden from the street, we did not feel obliged
to engage with the context. Nevertheless the external expression is
more subdued in comparison to the elaborate interior
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The Georgian Terraces are located
throughout Dublin City Centre laid
out in streets and squares. Unlike
their English counterparts - from
which they were derived - these
terraces were not carried out all at
once but completed over time in
small plots (of 2, 3 or 4 houses) by
individual small developers. The
street facades of the terraces were
bound by rules of material, height,
window proportion and door
style. However these rules were
not absolute. Dimensions were not
rigidly fixed but relative (i.e. often
the number of stories was fixed but
the floor to ceiling was not, and
as such the window proportions
changed accordingly). The result is
what I think of as ‘dancing terraces’
where the overall impression is one
of uniformity but within this there is
continual variance. To me this feels
like a more relaxed version of the
ideal Georgian Terrace something
more suited to the psyche of
Dublin which tends to eschew rigid
formality.

Fig 1.0.24 Merrion Cricket Pavilion, Dublin. TAKA Architects
In this instance (where there is no direct context to engage with) a
coherent form which is recognisable as a pavilion fulfils Decorum
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I have always enjoyed this loose
coherency as a way of maintaining
Decorum
without
monotony.
Incidentally, behind these consistent
facades the interiors of Georgian
houses were richly decorated in
ornate plasterwork and vivid colours
and the rears of the terraces were a
profusion of projections of various
and individual shapes. This model
bears a striking resemblance to
the suburban condition I describe
above and may well have been an
unconscious prototype for the
suburban approach.
Temple Bar was a rundown area of
the city centre which in the 1980’s
was earmarked for wholesale
demolition and replacement with
a bus station and transport hub.
Political will changed and an
architectural competition was held
for designs to renew the area into the
cultural quarter of the city.

Fig 1.0.25 Belvedere Sports Pavilion, Dublin. TAKA Architects
Another greenfield building. This time a large, complex, 2-storey
building is manipulated to appear as a singular, recognisable
pavilion
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A young collective of architects
called Group 91 (including practices
such as O’Donnell and Tuomey,
Grafton Architects and McGarry
Ni Eainaigh) won the competition.
The
resultant
redevelopment
was exemplary in contemporary
urbanism in Europe. The scale
and morphology of the area was
respected, existing buildings were
retained and gaps in the urban fabric
were infilled with unashamedly
modern buildings and public spaces.
The newly built fabric, which took
its lead from the historic grain and
street patterns, immediately felt part
of the city. It was a huge success
both architecturally and popularly
(latterly it has become a victim of this
popular success and has turned into
somewhat of a tourist trap and no-go
area for locals – however physically
it remains an excellent piece of
urbanism).

Fig 1.0.26 New House, Dromleigh, Cork. TAKA Architects
In this project we were allowed choose the site for the house anywhere
within a large farm. We naturally gravitated towards a secluded site
with existing ruins. After pursuing many design options we settled on
a design of 2 simple forms of a similar scale to the ruins
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Experiencing the success of this
urban weaving first-hand taught me
that contemporary architecture can
retain its integrity and even enhance
a historic context once it is tuned in
a sympathetic way.
Decorum
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Trinity College Dublin is the
oldest university in Ireland9 and
its campus is an integral part of the
urban landscape of the city centre.
Although surrounded by walls it
has numerous entrances which
the general public use to cross the
city (I walk through it myself on
the way to work most days). Given
Dublin’s general antipathy towards
contemporary architecture the
historic campus should be the last
place you would expect to see robust
modern architecture, but the college
has a long history of building some of
the finest examples of architecture in
the country. Around Fellows Square
to the South of the Campus modern
masterpieces such as the Berkeley
Library
(by Ahrends Burton
Koralek – widely held amongst
Irish architects as Irelands best 20th
Century Building) sit between the
18th Century Old Library (which
houses the Book of Kells) and the
19th Century Venetian-Gothic
Museum Building (by Deane and
Woodward.)10

Fig 1.0.27 St. Patrick’s Park Tearoom, Dublin. TAKA architects
In this historic park we were originally asked to design a kiosk
outside with seating in the arches. We persuaded the client to
invert this arrangement so that the only new structure was a
large communal table. This is an example of us pro-actively (but
unconsciously) seeking Decorum in a project
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I have always felt that the 1960’s
library engages in a ‘tonal’
conversation with its granite
neighbours through the use of
exposed concrete and echoes the
‘textural’ flourishes of these historic
buildings with its own articulations
and details. The level of comfort with
which these different eras can coexist in close proximity made a deep
impression on me and I have come
to understand that they allow the
qualities of the individual buildings
to be seen even more clearly through
this very proximity.
What I learned from the architecture
of Dublin City Centre was a sort
of refined version of the sensibility
of Decorum which had begun in
Suburbia. Coherency with context
was still important in the generation
of architecture, but this could be
achieved in ways which avoided rigid
replication, relying instead on an
‘impression’ of consistency, brought
about by scale, loose repetition,
visual texture or tonal consistency.

Fig 1.0.28 Lane Façade, Waterloo Lane, Dublin. TAKA Architects
In this garage conversion, despite the extrovert nature of the
intervention on the street, we consider that Decorum is maintained
by working within the confines of a pre-existing façade rhythm which
remains the dominant reading of the street
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Decorum in Our Work
The reader, at this point, could
be forgiven for misunderstanding
what I describe as Decorum for a
conservative position.
But this is not what I mean by Decorum
and our work is not conservative.
The role of Decorum in our work
cannot be understood properly
without its counterpart Exotica
(which I describe later)11 and even
then without understanding the
overlap of the two with the specifics
of a particular project (which I
describe in the case studies)12.
What I can say at this point is that
Decorum is a specific set of tendencies
uncovered through this research – a
particular sensibility.

Fig 1.0.29 Interior, Glasnevin Chapel (Competition Entry), Dublin.
TAKA Architects
A proposal for a roof structure of extreme elaboration which is held
within an extremely simple outer form
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The discovery of this sensibility is an
important step in my self-awareness
as a practitioner.
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This sensibility is directly related
to my Formative Spatial History, of
growing up in a particular place.
Simply put, the tendencies of
Decorum are:
A broad adherence to (visible) built
context (where immediately present)
and a tendency to formal coherency
and modesty (where not).
A (self imposed) restraint from overt
or extreme formal expression (in the
public realm).
A (self granted) licence to be highly
expressive internally (or externally
when hidden from the public realm)
and to divorce the expression of
a work internally from that of its
external character.
Fig 1.0.30 House 4, Firhouse, Dublin. TAKA Architects (Top) and
an alternative approach to suburban new builds in Dublin (Bottom)

Decorum is not about replicating a
context. Its ambition is not to fit in.

The Design of this house was framed by the Decorum of suburban
building lines and materials, yet deviates through detail. This is in
contrast to the alternative approach of complete contrast taken by
other architects working in suburban Dublin
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Critically, it is about establishing a
framework, connected enough to
allow a building be understood as
part of its place, but open enough for
that building to challenge the same
place.
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This appears contradictory, to want
to be contextual in order to challenge
that context.
And perhaps it is. One of the most
exciting revelations of this research
is that (great) architecture does not
need to have a clear, single-minded
trajectory. In fact I see now that
what appears as certainty often leads
to banality and denies the human
condition which is more complex
and contradictory.
What I have seen in myself (and
my fellow research-practitioners)
throughout this period of research
is a growing awareness of multiple
motivations of the self as an architect,
and how this multiplicity creates
a richness and character in the
resultant work.

Fig 1.0.31 Interior, House 4, Firhouse, Dublin. TAKA Architects

I am bound by my spatial history and
the sensibilities it has engendered, to
seek a personal and particular level
of engagement with the physical
context of the buildings we make.
But I am also conscious that this
approach has value for the work.

Internally, an entirely individual and free expression is permissible
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I believe in a culture of continuity
rather than rupture. I believe that
buildings of the highest aspiration
need to engage with their place, not
for the sake of conservation but for
conversation.
To me, if a building displays its
difference too overtly it can easily
be dismissed as novelty. It becomes
‘other’, something to be considered
in isolation. To me, this is a failing.
It has no conversation with its place
and as such cannot progress the
culture of that place.
This is why the sensibility of
Decorum is so important to me.
It is a bandwidth of restraint and
expression which allows a building
to enter into a dialogue. Once
this dialogue is established, the
alternatives proposed by the building
can be considered as relevant to that
place.

Fig 1.0.32 A Domestic Landscape (Competition Entry), Dublin.
TAKA Architects
In this very large house, hidden from the street, Decorum is pursued
within the context of the house itself. Again externally the expression
is consistent whereas internally it is more elaborate with inverted
vaults etc.
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This is where Exotica (the other
motivation uncovered by this
research) is allowed to step in and
play the role of opening up the
conversation of what is possible in a
certain context.
But for this conversation to happen
in the first place, Decorum must be
established.
Decorum is a sensibility which has
been derived from growing up in a
context of consistency, where small
differences are amplified. This
sensibility is cross-contextual (i.e.
it can be brought to bear in any
context). It seeks to come forth from
that (visible) context and (almost,
but never fully) receed back into it
again.
Fig 1.0.33 Rear Elevation, House 4 Firhouse, Dublin. TAKA Architects
The sensibility of Decorum allows us to make buildings which are both
part of and challenging to, their context
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1 The idea of practitioners history in space
or spatial history was developed by Leon
Van Schaik in his book Spatial Intelligence.
2 Van Schaik, L. 2008. Spatial Intelligence.
Wiley (Chichester), 2015, pp 17
3 Van Schaik, L. 2008. Spatial Intelligence.
Wiley (Chichester), 2015
4 Van Schaik, L. 2008. Spatial Intelligence.
Wiley (Chichester), 2015, pp 33
5 See Alice Casey, Tangible Thinking: Methods
in the work of TAKA Architects. Section 2.2
Compound Living
6 See Section 0.3 Chronology of Research
7 Sam Stephenson
8 Van Schaik, L. 2008. Spatial Intelligence.
Wiley (Chichester), 2015, pp 51
9 Established in 1592
10 Deane & Woodward, also designed the
Oxford Museum of Natural History
11 See Section 2.0 Exotica
12 See Sections 3.0 - 3.4 Case Studies
13 We work in the same building as Andrew
Clancy, Colm Moore & Steve Larkin, who
are also undertaking practice based research
Decorum
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2.0 Exotica
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In the northeast corner of John
Soane’s House in London there is
a small, square-plan room lit only
from above, through clerestory
windows. Above a brass dado
rail, all 4 walls are covered with a
profusion of paintings. Their jostling
arrangement suggests that they are
hung only temporarily in this order,
to be rearranged in the near future.
It makes a fantastic space, but just
as you are coming to terms with this
densely packed interior, a museum
attendant enters the room and opens
half of one wall, like a giant door.
On the reverse of this door (or wall)
is another layer of paintings. And
behind the door is yet another wall
of paintings. You realise suddenly
that the amount of paintings hung in
this small room has tripled.

Fig 2.0.1 Aran Islands, Ireland

Soane’s virtuosity in this space has
allowed him to display more of his
collection that the parameters of the
room would appear to permit.

An archaic, intertwining of the manmade and landscape. Bare
stone transformed into arable land through generations of labour.
The beauty of the double-functioning economy of clearing the land of
stones to make walls which in turn protect that cleared land from the
Atlantic winds
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He has created 12 walls in a square
room. This ingenuity feels to
me driven by an almost feverish
fascination with things. It is as if he
couldn’t bear to have some of his
collection in storage and rotate
their display, as might have been
the common approach to this
conundrum. He is compelled to
have all his treasures accessible at all
times.
This density of display is played
out throughout the rest of this
remarkable
house.
Classical
statues sit on balustrades or perch
precariously on corbels overhead.
Walls of rooms are made up of glass
cabinets full of books. Mirrors are
used widely throughout to multiply
light and space. Even the front façade
has another layered on top of it.

Fig 2.0.2 Casa Barragan, Luis Barragan

Deep in the bowels of the basement
lies (to me) the most compelling
single object in Soane’s vast
collection of things: the sarcophagus
of the Egyptian Pharaoh, Seti.

An innocuous and apparently chaotic plan conceals a fluid mastery
of volumes
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It is hewn from a single piece of
translucent alabaster and its entire
surface is inscribed with delicate
depictions of thousands of small
hieroglyphic figures.
In a way the sarcophagus is like
Soane’s house in miniature, both
spatial enclosure and surface of
display and communication at
the same time. Only this is from
somewhere far removed, both
culturally and physically from
London’s West End. It is an
undeniable piece of Exotica. An
object that speaks a language you
know little about, but are drawn
to for that very reason. Its lack of
familiarity holds within it expansive
possibilities of ‘otherness’.
I have long been fascinated by Soane’s
Wunderkammer-come-house. I too
am attracted to Exotica. Where Soane
had the ways and means to collect
and bring his Fascinations back home,
I must be content with going out into
the world to observe them in-situ.

Fig 2.0.3 Can Lis, Jorn Utzon
A complex unity bound together by consistent material and technique.
The freedom displayed within this architectonic binding reflects an
essentially humane approach
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The sensibility of Exotica
Exotica is a fundamental sensibility of
our practice. This sensibility was not
consciously present at the outset of
this research. I would go as far as to
say that it was supressed. We held that
the site and local context prevailed
over all our design decisions and
that we were interested solely in
reflecting the context of the place of
the building.
Exotica is a counter-contextual
drive in our work. One which has
no connection to the specific site,
(other than through us as architects
brought to work on that site).
This sensibility of Exotica has been
cultivated by an instinctive act of
going out into the world. Prompted
initially by my seeking a parallel
education (to the one in studio)
during architecture school - through
the journals in the library - which
expanded greatly my understanding
of what architecture could be.

Fig 2.0.4 ORDOS House, De Vylder Vinck Taillieu
A plan displaying a complex unity. A mandala. A rich labyrinthine
domestic territory. The colour differentiation of constructional
elements suggests an ‘other’ consciousness at play
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I was captivated by these journals,
by their portrayal of vastly different
approaches to making buildings. I
craved to see more and know more.
Subsequently, in my second year
of architecture school, myself and
3 other friends pinned up a map of
Europe beside our desks. Each time
someone discovered an interesting
building they would mark it on
the map. At the end of the year we
agreed a route and went off on an
Inter-rail trip around Europe to see
these buildings first hand. Many
that we had agreed to visit were
the recently created jewels of the
Deconstructivist movement. These
buildings were spectacular in form,
and intensely radical in expression.
They were so exciting. I had wanted
to see them from the time I set eyes on
them in the journals. But something
was amiss in person. After visiting
a few of these buildings, I had a
growing sense of discomfort about
their qualities.

Fig 2.0.5 I.I.M, Bangalore, Balkrishna Doshi
A masterful and exhilarating complexity of space. An ever-changing
volumetric sequence and sense of openness. An ‘Indian’ spatiality, a
gift to architecture by the Indian climate
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I remember distinctly looking at
one recent building by a famous
Deconstructivist practice1, through
the viewfinder of my camera. It
looked great – dynamic and exciting
– just like the magazines. When I
took the camera away it seemed to fall
limp, appear lifeless. Almost across
the board, these new buildings felt
facile in the flesh, a fact not helped
by their paper thin materials which
were already (after about 5 years)
showing significant signs of decay2.
Time was not kind to them.
On the other hand, there were the
older buildings which we went to
see not out of excitement, but rather
a sense of academic obligation.
The modern masterpieces. These
had also aged, but usually in a way
that reinforced their materiality
and presence. The richness of their
spaces, their material robustness
and their connection with place lent
them a feeling of magic.

Fig 2.0.6 Open Air School, Amsterdam, Jan Duiker
Heroic structure that at its heart has a humane motivations. The
twinning of classrooms with terraces of the same size, represents the
transformative power of architecture
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My visceral, and unexpectedly
positive reaction to them was a
more powerful lesson than any I
had learned in architecture school
and this trip would greatly increase
my thirst to see more buildings and
cultures first-hand.
Experiencing things first-hand left
an indelible impression on me. I
could call this European pilgrimage
the beginning of my Trans-formative
Spatial History, the point where I
began pro-actively going out into
the world to seek specific things (as
opposed to passively taking in the
world which happened to be around
me during my earlier Formative Spatial
History).
A year in the world
Fig 2.0.7 Nordic Pavilion, Svere Fehn

This compulsion to go out into the
world reached its apex when Alice
and I (along with another architect
friend Kevin Walsh) set out on a
round the world exploration a few
years after graduation. In Autumn
2006 we embarked on this epic
journey.

Structure as a filter of light. Structure conceived of in cultural terms,
transforming Venetian light into Nordic light
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Although almost a year in length,
we had planned the trip with almost
military precision. We had been
researching for some time and had
amassed a very long list of buildings
and places we wanted to see. We
knew from the outset, where we
would be every week and in many
cases (such as Japan) every day. This
was a focussed trip, it was targeted
travel, and it would reward us with
a lifetime of experiences in return.
Being immersed in exotic cultures
for this extended period of time
would have a definite transformative
effect on the architectural character
of our future practice.
It would be futile to attempt to
give a thorough account of even
one country on this trip so I will
only touch upon some particularly
memorable experiences below.

Fig 2.0.8 Hindu Temple Architecture, Madurai
An exotic manifestation of reverie, reflecting the heat and fertility of
South India
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India – The climate of the subcontinent imparted a very memorable
spatiality to the built fabric of India.
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A ‘wandering’ spatiality, where
enclosure was made by shade rather
than walls, was evident from the most
humble to the most sophisticated
buildings. The fairy-tale cities of
Rajasthan such as Jaisalmer and
Jodhpur - which were made coherent
through colour - and the holy city of
Varanasi where the air was thick with
the smell of the Burning Ghats3, were
profound lessons in how powerful
urban experience could actually be.
In Bangladesh we made the
pilgrimage to Louis Kahn’s National
Assembly Buildings in Dhaka.
Depictions of this building on the
national currency, called the ‘TAKA’,
prompted us to adopt this name for
our future practice. It was both an
oblique homage to Kahn and a word
which had a culturally ambiguous
provenance.

Fig 2.0.9 Jodphur, Rajistan, India
A magical and powerful urbanism created out of nothing but
consistency of colour
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In Nepal the natural landscape of
the Himalayas dominated every
experience.
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Seeing this mountain range for
the first time in the distance was a
genuine encounter with the sublime.
We learned how the presence of
these mountains had permeated
the belief systems of the local
people. Mountains of particularly
memorable shapes were regarded
as sacred – such as Machapuchare
(or ‘Fishtail’) mountain – and had
never been climbed out of reverence.
The enigmatic details of the Nepali
building culture revealed themselves
(after curious reflection) as having a
pragmatic basis – which had been
elaborated and celebrated over time.
This pragmatic basis for enigmatic
details was also present in the
extraordinary houses of Tibet. The
windows of these houses had a black
surround of a very particular shape.
We learned that this shape
was an apotropaic symbol of
Avalokiteshvara (a Buddhist Deity)
looking down on the opening in
order to keep evil spirits from
coming into the house.

Fig 2.0.10 Shar e Bangla Nagar, Bangladesh, Louis Kahn
A mystical architecture that seems to transcend specification of style
or time
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However, we understood that
from the inside the black surround
attenuated the harshness of the highaltitude glare and absorbed the suns
heat to minimise heat loss through
the windows.
Japan was a heady mix of equally
powerful modernity and tradition.
Amongst everything that this
incredible country had to offer, the
enduring image was of the ‘big roof ’.
This was present in both traditional
sacred buildings such as the temple
at Ise Jingu and in contemporary
buildings such as Kengo Kuma’s
Hiroshige Museum. The dominant
roof with its overhangs has a
cross cultural resonance with the
vernacular thatched dwellings of
Ireland and has had a recurrent
presence in our work.
Again
working on multiple levels, the large
pitched roof is a both a symbol of
protection and a pragmatic defence
against Irish (or Japanese) rain.

Fig 2.0.11 Kimbell Museum, Louis Kahn
An apparently simple structure which reveals itself as progressive
and highly refined on closer inspection. The joints of construction
become the ornamentation
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In the Jungles of Cambodia, on the
outskirts of the vast Angkor temple
complex we saw Kbal Spean or
‘River of a Thousand Lingas4’.
This was the source of water for
the temple complex and sustained
the once thriving population. The
importance of this water source
was expressed by the carving of
thousands of Linga into the stone
riverbed – thereby blessing the water
as it passed over them towards the
city. I was captivated by this approach
to civic urbanism which was steeped
with meaning – something distinctly
missing from contemporary western
urban design which appears to
have discarded delight and belief in
favour of a solely technocratic design
approach.
This experience of Asia has had a
profound influence on shaping the
spatial intelligence of our practice.
It opened our eyes to how buildings
could be a manifestation of their
place and society (perhaps this
is more obvious to the outsider,
attuned to these peculiarities, which
are commonplace to local eyes).

Fig 2.0.12 Katsura Imperial Palace, Shoe removing stone
An architectural moment of significance. A quiet object which charges
the place
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The presence of belief and meaning
in the built cultures that we saw
aroused an awareness of the absence
of such aspects in contemporary
architecture at home. This desire
to reintroduce ‘meaning’ into
architecture would find its voice
in our early work which explored
domestic ritual and communicative
construction5.
If Asia offered a profound spirituality
through its built culture, South
America expressed an equally
beguiling heroic optimism. The
modern metropolises of Argentina,
Uruguay and Brazil contained some
of the most daring pieces of modern
architecture I have witnessed.
Eladio Dieste, an engineer and
architect working in Uruguay created
sublime and elegant structures
for industrial, civic and spiritual
programmes. His virtuoso use of
brick and clay tile lent the structural
gymnastics of his designs a welcome
counter-point of material modestly.

Fig 2.0.13 Piraeus Housing, Hans Koolhoff
A microcosm of the building in one moment. Multiplicity and
singularity are communicated in the same object
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The Paulista School6 architects, put
modern construction techniques
at the service of civic equality. The
University of Sao Paulo architecture
faculty by Villanova Artigas used
epic roof spans to create democratic
and open studio spaces – which the
students created their own private
and communal workspaces under.
Mendes da Rocha also used span
as civic gesture and to eliminate
threshold as did Lina Bo Bardi.
The colourful tiled murals which
seemed to accompany important
works of architecture throughout
Brazil appeared to reflect the
vibrancy of the culture. In particular
the murals of Athos Bulcão displayed
a balance of repetition and change –
where an identical graphic module
would be repeated and rotated to set
up multiple internal relationships
and a vibrant whole.

Fig 2.0.14 Lambay Island, Edwin Lutyens
The opposition of geometry and landscape create an inner world,
distinct within a wider landscape. The wall enables the possibility of
living life in an entirely different way to the outside world
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We have continued to travel widely
since this world trip and seek out
new cultures and places with which
we feel an affinity.
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I think this is in a large part because
we felt, so strongly, the benefit that
these encounters with Exotica gave
to our early projects. This period
of Trans-formative Spatial History is
of course an ongoing period in our
lives as architects.
The Fascinations collected on this (and
other) trips, hang in my mental space
like the paintings in Soane’s Picture
Room. Waiting to be rearranged, to
come forth, or to recede. I document
this trip in photographs in Section
7.0 Exotica part 2, to share with the
reader a sense of the experiences we
were fortunate enough to have, and
which have had a profound influence
on our practice.

Fig 2.0.15 Casa Butanta, Paulo Mendes da Rocha
An extraordinary tectonic cave. The rawness of this house as a
‘frame for life’ suggests the possibility of a more real life than typical
domestic spaces. This rawness is balanced by the extreme delicacy and
refinement of the windows
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The emergence of Exotica and Fascinations
in the research
Beginning this research, approaching
PRS01, Alice and I considered how
we could portray what lay beneath
the work of our practice. We realised
that we didn’t really know. What
we did know however, were the
specific things that inspired us, so
we agreed to make a presentation
of a series of ‘reference’ images
paired alongside images of our own
work – hoping that this may lead
to an interesting discussion with
the panel. The selection of these
40 important references7 revealed
something specific about the values
of the practice – the selection
(made instinctively) was largely of
vernacular buildings (both Irish
and foreign) or mid- 20th century
buildings (which displayed local
inflections – as opposed to the
international style). All references
seemed to reveal something about
the culture within which they
existed.

Fig 2.0.16 Nepalese window details, Nepal
Initially a practical elongation of lintel and cill (due to unstable
ground) becomes decorated and subsumed into Nepalese ‘style’
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In the panel discussion which
followed our presentation, it was
pointed out that that these references
were more like ‘Fascinations’8 to us,
that they expressed a ‘particular
view of, and love for, the world’9.
The suggestion of this apparently
innocuous shift in terminology from
‘reference’ to ‘fascination’ was an
important moment in my research.
Fascinations reflected an instinctive,
emotional draw towards these
buildings, as opposed to a cerebral,
mechanical interest as was suggested
by the word reference. This term
allowed me to feel differently
about my relationship with these
buildings, places and things which I
had gone to such lengths to find and
experience.
Fig 2.0.17 Machapuchere, (Fish Tail) Mountain, Anapurna, Nepal
The landscape as a revered deity due to a shape which captures the
imagination. An object charged by belief
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The operation of Fascinations within our
work
In this research where I use the
word Fascinations, I am refering to
buildings, fragments of buildings,
places or objects which captivate
us, on an instinctive, emotional
level. Collectively, these Fascinations
underpin, and
expand
the
overarching sensibility of Exotica.
Although I use Fascinations as a
general term for our inspirational
touchstones, this research has also
uncovered that there are a number
of different ways in which these
Fascinations operate in our design
practice. These different operations
amount to a series of sub-sets of
Fascinations.
Fig 2.0.18 Temple of the Cross, Palenque, Mexico

Firstly, there are Pre-existing
Fascinations – ones which dwell
across projects, waiting for suitable
conditions to be implemented.

The creation of a platform to ascend above the tree canopy to a
more expansive world. Architecture as pure experience. A means to
transcend the everyday
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These are not specifically buildings
(or fragments thereof), rather more
generalised categories, for example
‘the big roof ’ or ’the interplay of
structure and light’. An example of a
Pre-existing Fascination can be seen in
Case Study 3.2 House 4 in the ‘archaic
window opening’.
Next there are Formative Fascinations –
these are more specific Fascinations (i.e.
a fragment of a particular building)
which arise at the beginning of a
project. These Fascinations generally
involve figuration – working towards
the image of something in my head
(however these original visions
always become translated through
the specifics of the project). They
guide the general direction of the
design and act like an anchor in the
design process.

Fig 2.0.19 Superleggera Chair, Gio Ponti
Refinement of the typical. A sophisticated object which also relies on
the memory of the vernacular for its power
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An example of a Formative Fascination
can be seen in Case Study 3.3 Merrion
Cricket Pavilion in the view from the
bar in Alvaro Siza’s Tea House,
which was our initial desire to
recreate, as soon as we were faced
with the brief of the Cricket Pavilion
and was held onto until the end.
Triggered Fascinations are another
(and probably the most common)
type which occur in our work.
These are situations where a
specific Fascination is triggered by
an emergent condition during the
design and construction process.
These are often fragmentary or
episodic in nature. A requirement or
desire will emerge during the design
process which will bring forth a
particular Fascination in our minds,
which we then implement in order
to address that specific requirement.
An example of a Triggered Fascination
can be seen in Case Study 3.3 Merrion
Cricket Pavilion when the requirement
of flood protection to the building
triggered the Fascinations of Miller
& Marata’s Markethall, and later the
Nepalese window detail.

Fig 2.0.20 Sarabahi House, India, Le Corbusier
A gracious and relaxed domesticity in tune with climate. This is the
Corb we love
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I have also observed that some
aspects of our own previous work,
become Fascinations in our later work.
These are architectural approaches
or details which we have tried out
before, and want to develop or change
in (appropriate) new situations. For
example the ‘twinned’ plywood roof
joists of the Dining Room in House
2 have been developed subsequently
in project 013 Wynnsward Park and
project 022 Dromleigh10, amongst
others. These Internal Fascinations
grow from an observation of what
has worked well (or not so well) in
completed jobs.
The episodic nature of Exotica and the
act of translation
I have outlined earlier that the
motivation for Decorum tends
towards coherency in the form and
material of our work. Exotica (which
is made up of a collective multiplicity
of individual Fascinations) on the
other hand, typically arises in a
fragmentary or episodic manner in
our work.

Fig 2.0.21 Tea house, Alvaro Siza
A radical and free experiential object cloaked in a vernacular
appearance
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We take fragments of buildings and
recreate them in a fragmentary way in
our own buildings.
However, it is critical to understand
that these recreations are rarely literal
mirrors of the Fascinations which
they reflect11. Typically the original
fascination enters a dialogue with
the local context of the place and
with the context of the design of the
project itself. A translation occurs in
this process. The original Fascination
must bend itself to become, in a way,
seamless with the project as a whole.
Through this process of translation
the Fascinations drift away from
mimesis and gain their own identity
in the context of the new work.
The manifestation of these
Fascinations in the final work is more
synthesis than collage in character.

Fig 2.0.22 Vernacular House, Tibet
A built manifestation of climate, geology, culture and belief. The
cyclical ritual of the people borne out in a perpetually renewed
monument. An exemplar to us
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This act of translation is necessary
(particularly when present in the
public realm) so that the strategy of
Decorum is not overwhelmed. It is a
fine balance.
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The meaning of Exotica within our
work
As with the other major discoveries
in this research (Decorum and
Pragmatics) it is critical that the
sensibility of Exotica is not taken
as a standalone notion. Exotica and
Decorum work hand-in-hand, one
fulfilling what the other lacks.
Decorum’s general role is to adhere
to the (visible) context of the site, to
engage. But it leaves space for Exotica
to then challenge, expand, and
sustain that same context. Exotica’s
role is the challenger of that context
– it seeks to inject something ‘other’
into the place, to (re)invigorate
it. Through this invigoration the
growth of the Culture of Place can be
sustained. Decorum without Exotica
may result in simply matching the
visible context of the place. This has
no value to the place but rather risks
it becoming static, moribund.

Fig 2.0.23 Kingo Houses, JornUtzon
The natural landscape used as the generator for an informal
settlement pattern. A convincing and harmonious urban prototype
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But equally, Exotica without Decorum
may lead to the creation of buildings
which exist detached from their
place. This presents the context with
a building which speaks about itself
only, not about the wider context.
This is not what we aspire to in our
buildings.
Together Decorum and Exotica gain
their meaning in a compound
action. They both strive for the same
thing but approach from different
directions. Where these sensibilities
converge and intertwine (through
our work) they attempt to reinforce,
challenge and sustain the Culture of
Place.
The discovery of this motivation
of Exotica is one of the primary
discoveries of this research. It is a
major shift in my understanding
of our work, and something that
is counter to how we understood
our practice prior to beginning this
research.

Fig 2.0.24 Serpentine Pavilion, Peter Zumthor
A perfect place where architecture is the complete servant of the
experience of the garden
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The realisation that we employ
elements which are completely
unrelated to the visible context of
the project (or even to Ireland) in
our work clearly contradicts our
earlier understanding of our practice
as having a vernacular ideal.
However on reflection I feel this
motivation has always been there,
the only difference now is that we are
aware of it. Being aware of it now, I
can see how evident it was from the
very start of our practice and even
beforehand (in our desire to travel to
seek out our Fascinations).
Exotica is the motivation to recreate
these Fascinations in our own work.
We desire for our work to have the
same visceral effect that we have felt
when visiting other buildings which
captivated us. In a way we want (like
Soane) to bring these curiosities
home, to Ireland, and share them
with others.

Fig 2.0.25 Lloyds Building, Richard Rogers
An apparently ruthless display of high concept, which is curiously
comfortable in its setting
The level of textural detail allows it to sit beside its Victorian and
Gothic neighbours
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I now understand that this
motivation to employ foreign
elements in our work is at least as
strong as the motivation to engage
with the context. Exotica and
Decorum are the key protagonists in
our work and the intertwining of
these (apparently) contradictory
approaches of Decorum and Exotica
(one engaging with, the other posing
alternatives to, the visible context)
make up, to a large degree, the
particular character of our work and
this is a key point of differentiation12
of our practice.

Fig 2.0.26 Dublin Georgian Streetscape
An imperfect version of the English Georgian. Shifting repetitions of
elements. The expression of individuality is restricted to the doorways
in the service of a coherent urban backdrop
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1 The UFA cinema in Dreseden by Coop
Himmelb(l)au

10 See Section 6.0 Catalogue for these
projects

2 Frank Ghery’s American Centre in Paris
had pigeons roosting behind the broken
stone cladding

11 A notable exception is the concrete
dining table in House 2 which is a quite
literal recreation of the canopy of the
Brazilian Sculpture Museum by Mendes da
Rocha

3 Funeral pyres which line the banks of the
river Ganges, rosewood and other fragrant
timbers are used by those who can afford it

12 For further reading on Differentiation
see: Leon van Schaik, The practice of spatial
thinking: differentiation processes. Vol 1,
onepointsixone, (Melbourne) 2014

4 A Linga (or Lingam) is a phallic symbol in
the Hindu religion. Water is passed over it
as a gesture of blessing
5 See Section 3.1 Case Study House 2
6 Sao Paulo based group of architects
working in the mid-late 20th century – main
exponents were Jao Villanova Artigas and
Paulo Mendes da Rocha
7 The images on the opposing page are
those from this PRS01 presentation
8 This term was used by Jo Van Den Berghe
in response to our PRS 01 presentation
9 Jo Van Den Berghe in response to our
PRS 01 presentation
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3.0 Pragmatics
(Introduction to Case Studies)
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Alice is a practical person. She is interested in making things
work, and has the thoroughness and diligence to ensure they
work well. The practice relies on this ability for its success
and I have great admiration of this quality (perhaps because
I lack it). I am not so practical. I am not primarily driven by
a need for something to function correctly. Function is an aim
yes, (if only to avoid the complaints of clients) but it is not the
goal. I am however strongly driven by a pragmatic approach to
architectural design and pragmatics is a place Alice and I often
find common ground.

Of course reacting to these issues is not a matter of choice.
These are the types of forces that if ignored might well get a
practicing architect fired or sued. But our work goes beyond
simply accounting for these issues and invites them, willingly
into the architecture of the project. We rely on them. Pragmatic
decisions are often the key route to finding the form and material
expression of our projects at both an overall and detailed level.
Relating to these forces which are at play in each project,
connects the building further to its context – beyond the
aesthetic connection (of Decorum) perhaps to an even deeper
extent. In this sense I would hope the work can achieve an
‘authentic’1 and ‘readable’2 poetic. I would hope that the work
approaches the nature of vernacular buildings - which we see
as the manifestation of all aspects of the place they are found
in – but here we are working with the specifics of a particular
situation rather than a collective geographic area.

To elaborate a little, the difference I see between practicality
and (my) Pragmatics is that one seeks functional results and the
other takes practical issues as its starting point. Often our design
decisions which begin by reacting to these practical issues result
in things which are not the least bit ‘practical’ – difficult to
build, perhaps less sound than the conventional approach and
more expensive – but critically they are expressive of, and draw
attention to these unseen forces which exist on that specific site.

Earlier in this research I understood that Decorum was the
primary driver of a project after which, fragmentary episodes of
Exotica were overlaid or embedded. Latterly I realised that this
hierarchy (of Decorum first then Exotica) is not so neat, and that
the initial drive of a design may well be a piece of Exotica and
that the Decorum is then built around that (or indeed the initial
impulse is a fusion of the two). I realised (relatively late on in this
research) that trying to find a rigid formula within our design
process is futile. It is not a linear process, but one of intertwined
motivations which arise and are prioritised in a non-formulaic
manner.

I see pragmatics as the Invisible Context of a project. We seek to
relate our buildings to this context just like the visible one. This
Invisible Context can consist of legal requirements, wayleaves,
weathering, set-backs from sewer lines, privacy, flood levels
or the particular wishes of the client. The Invisible Context
is a dynamic context which emerges through the process of
designing and constructing the project.
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I no longer feel the need, or see the use in trying to set out our
design process in a rigid analytical way.

1 See Leon van Schaik, Practical Poetics in Architecture, Wiley (Chichester),
2015, pp 13
2 Ibid pp 15

What I can say broadly, is that the approach of Pragmatics (i.e.
finding latent forces which arise within a project and expressing
them) is a thought-process which underpins much of the
decision making in our work. It is the closest thing to a ‘modus
operandi’ that we have, and one which has the result of further
embedding a building in its place or revealing something about
that place that was previously unseen.

3 See Alice Casey, Tangible Thinking: Methods in the work of TAKA Architects.
Section 3.2 How I Research

In the following case studies I will try to show how this approach
intertwines the motivations of Decorum and Exotica (uncovered
through this research) in design practice. I will try to be as
candid as possible so as to reveal (as much as is possible) the
truth behind our design decisions, even at the expense of a
clear or digestible narrative or in contradiction to how we have
publicly described these projects in the past.
In the following three case studies - ranging in scale from a room,
to a house, to a public building – I use a series of ‘Accretion
Drawings’, developed from a drawing method Alice first used
in her research to describe our design process for a window3 to
show how the design builds up in a series of sequential decisions.
During our design process, Invisible Context of the project itself
becomes a place where we are designing, alongside the Visible
Context of the place and the Internal Context of our fascinations.
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3.1 Case Study House 02

Project Description (written pre-research)
These two new homes house two generations of the same family (A renovated
Victorian House for the parents sharing a rear garden with a new Mews
house for one of the daughters). The now grown-up family had recently
moved out of their long-term family home and wanted these new homes to
maintain some sense of continuity with their former lives. Two intertwined
themes run through both homes, those of memory and tectonic expression.
The memories of the family are used as a conscious architectural driver
throughout both houses. Their social rituals are given tangible form within
the design of the new houses. Typical domestic objects are distorted in
material and scale to form a psychological landscape specific to the occupants.
In the parent’s new home their anxiety about moving from the old house was
addressed. Their weekly social ritual of the wider family gathering together
for Sunday dinner was a focal point, in order to maintain the continuity of
the family unit. In the new home the dining table is given priority of place
and a ritual character. Cast in concrete in an altar-like form the dining
table communicates its importance through its immovable materiality.
As a further signifier of the special value of this space the expression of
construction takes on a cultural role. In the wall behind the table custom-made
glazed bricks are set. Named ‘Ruskin’ bricks (after Ruskin’s inspirational
theories on construction in architecture); the bricklayer was given 100
identical bricks to lay in any combination he saw fit. Intended as both a
marker of the process of construction and an explicit elevation of brickwork
to the position of art, the result is a random graphic pattern that is not simply
hung on the wall but part of the very construction that forms the building.
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Fig 3.1.1 Site Location Map

Case Study House 2 Dining Room

Fig 3.1.2 Overall Plan and Section
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Fig 3.1.3 Garden Facade of House 2
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Fig 3.1.4 Exterior of Dining Room Extension
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Fig 3.1.5 View from Kitchen to Garden
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Fig 3.1.6 Dining Room House 2
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Fig 3.1.7 Dining Room detail
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Fig 3.1.8 Dining Room House 2
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As the name suggests, House 2 was one of our first projects.
It was a refurbishment and extension of a Victorian terraced
house in Dublin for Alice’s parents. It was built at the same time
as House 1 (which was designed slightly earlier) on the same
shared plot of land. We often present the houses together as
one project as they have many aspects in common. But here I
want to discuss only House 2 and specifically the Dining Room
space. This was the only new-build aspect of the project (the
rest was refurbishment) and as such was a space of particular
focus for us as ambitious young architects. In the context of this
research the dining space is, by far, the clearest and most direct
example of how Exotica manifests itself in our work.

1
3

This directness is due to the fact that this space was designed
while we were travelling and the influences of the things we were
seeing at the time find themselves emerging in the design of this
space with relatively little translation.

2

The extension displays relatively little by way of overt Decorum,
as it is located in the private back garden of a house and thereby
does not have the obligation to merge with its context in material
and form. It is however modest in its form and expression from
the outside and reads very much as subservient to the existing
house.

Fig 3.1.9 House 1 & House 2 (with House 2 Dining room outlined
in red)
The dining toom (1) fits into the space beside the rear return. The
new build House 1 (2) shares a garden (3) with House 2
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Issues of Pragmatics arise in the way that the design of this space
is given meaning through use.
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This use acted as a fulcrum around which all of the other design
moves operate. There is also an apparent pragmatic approach to
the construction of the space – directly expressed throughout but not straightforward.
We began the design of House 2 some months after beginning
to design House 1 (while we were still living in London). Alice’s
parents had decided to sell the original family home (as all 6
children had now moved out) and refurbish this house which
used to be her father’s doctors surgery. House 2 was to be a new
start for them, but they wanted to make a space in the house
that would bring together the now dispersed family as often as
possible for large family dinners. This expressed desire made us
certain that the dining room must be a focus of this house and
that this space must be something quite special.
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Fig 3.1.10 Dining Room Burlington Road

Fig 3.1.11 Dining Room House 2

The original family home

The new dining room was of the greatest social importance to the
family

Not long after beginning the design of House 2, Alice and I
completed our professional exams in London and decided
to move back to Dublin – but first we were to embark on a
backpacking trip around the world. I was to go for a year,
whereas Alice was to go for the first 4 months (through Asia)
and then return home to Dublin (as she had been to the majority
of the remaining countries on a previous trip some years ago).
I would carry on travelling with my friend Kevin, who was also
an architect.
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When Alice returned home, she began the planning application
drawings for both Houses and developing the detailed design
for House 2. Missing each other quite a lot after 3 months apart
Alice decided to make a 2 week trip to meet up in Sao Paulo.
This 2 weeks was mostly relaxation and catching up, enjoying
the amazing city life of Sao Paulo and Rio. One day on a long
bus journey from somewhere to somewhere we began to discuss
the design of the dining room extension to House 2, which
Alice felt wasn’t working at the time. We had earlier proposed
a quite elaborate roof-scape to this space thinking it was the
only ceiling that we would have the opportunity to make in the
project and that therefore, this ceiling should be amazing. This
elaborate roof design was inspired by a scheme by my old boss
from London (which was in turn related to a church by Jorn
Utzon). Alice had become uncertain about the elaborate nature
of this roof design (which we had designed many months ago
now) and I was having my doubts also.

Fig 3.1.12 Sketch of roof detail in early design for dining room
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For the first week upon Alice’s arrival in Brazil, we were in Sao
Paulo looking at the work of the Paulista School (whose main
exponents were Joao Villanova Artigas and his protégé Paulo
Mendes da Rocha). We were utterly captivated by the heroic
concrete architecture these architects had made. Not just on
aesthetic terms but the implicit (but subtle) socio-political
messages which seemed to be held within these massive spans
of concrete.

Fig 3.1.13 Bagsvaerd Church
Jorn Utzon
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These public buildings, suggested that by creating covered
spaces free from support, a new, free democratic space could be
brought into being. The work of the Paulista School in general,
and some key buildings in particular became instant Fascinations
to me.
One of the key buildings which displayed this characteristic very
clearly was the Brazilian Sculpture Museum by Paulo Mendes
da Rocha. The museum proper lies mostly underground but
its public presence is announced by a gigantic span of concrete
which offers a shaded space on the plaza above.

Fig 3.1.15 Ritual Shiva Lignum
Varanasi, India

A few days later on the bus when we came to discuss the design
of the dining room extension, we had a discussion about how
important the dining table was, socially to Alice’s family and in
particular to her parents who would occupy this house.
The social ritual of Sunday dinner was the thing which brought
the family unit back together (those who were still living in
Ireland) once a week, and we felt the dining table should
somehow express this important function.
Fig 3.1.14 Accretion drawing 1

Fig 3.1.16 Ritual tea preparation object
Katsura Palace, Japan

We felt this dining table needed to be more that simply a piece
of furniture. That it needed to have a presence that was equal
to or greater than the architecture of the space. This desire for
‘presence’ triggered Fascinations of votive objects embedded
in walls on streets in India and how these objects seemed to
ritualise the streetscapes.

The eventual design of the dining room stemmed from a desire to
ritualise the dining experience
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We also remembered the quiet strength of the ritual tea heaters
in Japanese teahouses, and how they seemed to charge the space
with potential energy, even when not in use. We wanted to bring
this sense of ritual to the dining table and to charge it with quiet
energy.
If the spirit of the dining table and its ritual nature owed much
to what we had seen months previously in Asia, it’s physical
presence owed everything to what we were experiencing at the
time in Brazil.

Fig 3.1.18 House 2 dining room

Fig 3.1.17 Accretion drawing 2

Perhaps there was an oblique link between the societal spirit
of the Paulista School buildings and this idea of the social
importance of the dining table which linked back to the
ritualistic ideas of Asia (if ritual is seen as something which is
performed for personal or societal good). I proposed to Alice
that we should cast a concrete dining table. Not only a concrete
table but a miniaturisation of the canopy outside the Sculpture
Museum, (which itself looked like a giant table). I was proposing
an identical version in small scale, down to the form of solid
ends and treatment of the concrete – stratified board marking
for the vertical supports and fair faced for the horizontal,
spanning element. With some tweaks to the proportions of this
Fascination (in order to allow it to function as a table) we quickly
had a design proposal for a dining table which symbolised the
importance of this piece of furniture to the family.

Fig 3.1.19 Brazilian Sculpture Museum
Mendes da Rocha

The eventual form of the concrete dining table
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Alice was on board and agreed to try to persuade her mother
to allow us to make her dining table out of concrete when she
returned home (I fully expected a refusal of this idea – but Alice’s
mother is a brave woman and she loved the idea).
But the Exotica of Brazil wasn’t done with us yet. Moving on
to Rio, we were exposed to a less brutalist, more festive face
of Brazilian architecture in the Carioca School. From the
patterned promenades of Copacabana to the tiled murals on
many of Oscar Niemeyer’s buildings, bold patterns and colours
abounded. I became fascinated with the precarious balance
between repetition and variation that was displayed in some
of the tiled murals by Cândido Portinari, and Athos Bulcao
in particular. These murals again seemed to speak of society
and democracy to me. They spoke both about the individual
(the tile, the basic pattern) and its place within the whole (the
dynamism of the composition). Aesthetically, these murals
immediately recalled to me the brickwork we were proposing
for House 1 – the tension between the individual (brick) and the
whole (façade).

Fig 3.1.21 Robbie the bricklayer constructing the mural

Fig 3.1.20 Accretion drawing 3

Fig 3.1.22 Tile Mural, Brasilia
Athos Bulcao

But they also held something of the spirit of John Ruskin’s
ideas on the importance of the maker’s mark. Ruskin felt that
the Gothic was superior to the Classical style primarily because
it allowed scope for the expression by the craftsman, and this
proved it’s superiority from a humane perspective.

The brick mural was intended to demarcate the significance of the
dining room and reveal the hand of the maker
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Where the classical carving demanded repetitious perfection
of pattern, the Gothic mason could express himself (in the
carving of details such as grotesque gargoyles) within the overall
architectural structure of the design.
In a similar way to the table, we appropriated the spirit of
Ruskin’s ideas about the maker’s mark, and the sympathetic
aesthetic of the Brazilian tile murals in a kind of compound
piece of Exotica for use in a wall mural for the dining room.

Fig 3.1.24 House 2 dining room roof structure

Fig 3.1.23 Accretion drawing 4

We decided that we would get custom patterned glazed
bricks (which we called ‘Ruskin Bricks’) made and use these
to build the side wall of the dining room. All the bricks were
to be identical, but could be laid in two orientations, creating
differing relationships between the patterns. We came up
with the idea that the bricklayer was to decide the pattern in
which they were laid thereby leaving the ‘mark of the maker’
and achieving the tension between individual and the whole
composition that I admired so much in the Brazilian murals.
When it came to construction of this wall, the builder repeatedly
asked for a drawing of the pattern we wanted the bricks laid in.
We responded that it was up to the bricklayer, he could lay them
‘whichever way he wanted’. Eventually, one day I walked on
site and the bricklayer (clearly uncomfortable with his imposed
role of artist) had completed the first two rows of the patterned
bricks - all laid in the same orientation (the only way we didn’t
want him to lay them!).

Fig 3.1.25 I.I.M, Bangalore – Balkrishna Doshi
A memory of the striated light through structure

Roof structure of joists and single rooflight over table
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After an awkward pause, I eventually asked him to take the rows
down and to build it again but to rotate some of them as he went.
The irony of this intervention was not lost on me.

Fig 3.1.26 House 2 Dining Room

With the design for the table and brick mural in place, we felt
more comfortable that the design was where it needed to be.
These newly designed elements had their basis in ‘need’ and
Pragmatics - we needed a dining table and we needed bricks for
the back wall. In our minds we were playing with things which
were necessary and this made us feel satisfied. Suddenly the
billowing roof felt superfluous and overblown, so we reverted
to a much simplified design of roof joists and a single roof
light (the same dimension as the table) overhead. Instead of
cutting the joists around the rooflight (as would have been the
‘normal’ thing to do) we left them intact and imagined the light
filtering through them in striated patterns – an image which I
believe (subconsciously) reached back to a Fascination from the
beginning of our trip in India. One of the spaces in Balkrishna
Doshi’s I.I.M. in Bangalore. A space which made an impression
on both of us as soon as we saw it. With this new, simplified roof
design, any external formal elaboration became suppressed.
The external expression was modest and discrete and the
interior was strong and characterful. The project had Decorum.
I remember feeling that the design was ‘correct’ at that moment.

Fig 3.1.27 Sketch of dining room made in Brazil

Perhaps I was expecting that the greatest pleasure of the finished
space would be people’s amazement at the epic nature of the
concrete table, or the cleverness of the story behind the brick
mural, but this did not turn out to be the case.
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ITEM 360: FIXED GLAZED ASSEMBLY
WITH VENTILATION OPENING AND
WINDOW BOX

03

Without a doubt the greatest pleasure was when these large
family dinners were taking place and the architecture became
background, it almost disappeared. I distinctly remember
becoming conscious of this one Sunday afternoon amidst the
chaos of 10 people talking over dinner. It was one of those
extremely rare moments of insight that shifted how I thought
about architecture in a profound way.
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I am not saying that the design was not important (I still believe
that, paradoxically, the strength of the character of the space
is what allowed it to ‘disappear’). But my intentions changed
from wanting to make architecture that was to be looked at, to
wanting to enhance the experience of the everyday things that
would happen there. In short I felt we should focus on making
places instead of spaces.
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In a roundabout way, reflecting again on this room and the
Fascinations that propelled its design, I feel a renewed sense
of success about its outcome. I can see strong echoes of
those ritual objects in Asia which seemed to electrify their
surrounding spaces, even when empty. It is clear to me now,
that through deploying these pieces of Exotica in our designs we
were (unconsciously) attempting to bring part of those special
experiences back home with us. By going out into the world and
seeking these special experiences in architecture, then allowing
them to directly influence our own designs we were, as was put
to me once, trying to ‘recreate the good bits of the world’1.
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Fig 3.1.28 House 2 Dining Room Constuction Drawing
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Project Description (written pre-research)

3.2 Case Study House 4

This new-build house is located in a semi-mature housing estate typical of
Dublin’s outer suburbs. The site is located in the side-garden of an existing
corner house. The laying down of the housing estate, consisting of a series
of similar housing types, in the late 1970s has resulted in a coherent and
robust architectural context. This new house seeks to balance the desire to
engage with this context while also differentiating itself from the surrounding
typologies by being specific to its place and time.
The plan form is generated by the largest 2-storey footprint allowable within
planning restrictions and the site layout. The entrance addresses the adjacent
cul-de-sac by being located (on what would typically be) the side elevation.
In order to achieve 4 rooms upstairs the landing is located in the centre of the
plan. The stair takes up the space between the timber ‘T’ columns supporting
the first floor.
			
The external materials and form take their cue from the neighboring buildings
- concrete-tiled pitched roof and rough-cast pebble-dash walls. However,
the rough-cast is larger aggregate and left unpainted so that it can weather
naturally over time. This approach seeks to connect the house with the older
buildings dotted around the suburban landscape such as Knocklyon Castle
located a few hundred meters away. Conceptually, the house is viewed as an
erratic - similar to, but out of time with its neighbours
			
Internally, the ground floor communal spaces are lined with birch-ply fitted
furniture which varies in depth to hold anything from shallow shelves to
window seats to a fitted kitchen. The first floor is broken into a number of
individually roofed white spaces. 3 Bedrooms and a Bathroom (the typical
requirement of a suburban house) are accessed from a central, mirrored
landing space.
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Fig 3.2.1 Site Location Map 1970s
1 Site of House 4

Case Study House 4

Fig 3.2.2 Site Location Map Current
1 Site of House 4
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Fig 3.2.3 Site Plan
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Fig 3.2.4 Exploded Axonometric
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Fig 3.2.5 Ground Floor Plan
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Fig 3.2.6 First Floor Plan and Elevations
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Fig 3.2.7 Cross Section
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Fig 3.2.8 Axonometric Detail of window
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Fig 3.2.9 House in Context
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Fig 3.2.10 House in Context
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Fig 3.2.11 House in Context
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Fig 3.2.12 View of Rear Facade
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Fig 3.2.13 Roughcast Facade
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Fig 3.2.14 View of Front Door
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Fig 3.2.15 View through window
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Fig 3.2.16 View of kitchen
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Fig 3.2.17 View of dining space
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Fig 3.2.18 View of living space
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Fig 3.2.19 Mirrored Chamber
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Fig 3.2.20 View of Bedroom
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Fig 3.2.21 Bathroom window
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Fig 3.2.22 Shutter detail
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House 4 is an important case study as it is probably the clearest
example in our built work of one of the key discoveries of the this
research, the sensibility of Decorum. It may also be important as it
is the project which was developed at the ouset with the greatest
degree of separation (but by no means fully) from Alice, and as
such may reflect my own individual approach to architecture
most fully (the early design was carried out at a time when I
had left my old job but Alice was still working for her then boss
before moving full time to TAKA).
House 4 is a small (98m2), new-build house located in the side
garden of an existing suburban house. The site is actually across
the road from the house I grew up in, and the client is my oldest
friend.
He asked us to design the house, just after we had completed
our first projects House 1 & House 2, and I think this gave him
the confidence that we were competent architects. He is a town
planner and has an interest in architecture. He was clear that
we could design whatever we wanted once it met his brief of a 3
bedroom house.
Fig 3.2.23 View toward site of House 4 (prior to construction)

Fig 3.2.24 View towards House 4 ( following completion)

Both these views are taken from the front garden of my childhood
home
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The initial design process on House 4 was extremely protracted.
This was down to a few factors. Firstly the client was in no real
hurry. He said he would prefer to wait until the design was right
rather than rush things. We had a close enough relationship that
I could be open about the fact I wasn’t yet happy with the design
and felt I could make it better given a bit more time. Secondly the
apparent contradiction of the conservative context of suburbia,
and the internal drive to create an exceptional building weighed
heavily on me. This wrestle of conservative and progressive
tendencies would ultimately form the character of the house.
Lastly the site itself was small (it was on the plot of a demolished
garage) and restricted by a number of issues which made the
task of fitting a 3-bed house a further challenge.

Fig 3.2.26 Early rejected versions of House 4

Fig 3.2.25 Early sketches of House 4

While looking back on this project through the lens of this
research I discovered a stash of old butter paper sketches which I
had (uncharacteristically) kept. Reviewing this pile I discovered
a series of 415 individual sketch drawings (270 were plans, 64
were elevations, 54 were 3D sketches and 48 were sections)
which pre-dated the eventual basic design solution. This
massive volume of drawings reveals a struggle to satisfactorily
resolve all the forces at play in the project, and an unwillingness
to move on until it was just right.

Fig 3.2.27 Early rejected versions of House 4

I laid out the early sketches of this project prior to PRS 04. They
covered the entire ground floor of my house.
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But throughout this period of indecision, two decisions appeared
to have been already made. We were sure that we wanted to
use pebbledash as the main material, and we were also sure we
wanted to differentiate this house from its neighbours through
the use of an ‘archaic’ window detail.
These two decisions were I believe now, a manifestation of the
(then unconscious) sensibilities of Decorum and Exotica.
The use of pebbledash, the predominant material of suburbia
in Dublin was a result of the sensibility of Decorum. To use this
material was by no means obvious or inevitable, despite its
ubiquity in this context. Pebbledash was then perhaps the most
maligned material for an Irish architect who took their work
seriously. Its connotations with banal, unambitious buildings
was strong enough to keep it off the palette of most architects.
But for us, the importance of the context, and engaging with
it was paramount. We were set on using pebbledash from the
beginning and we knew at the time, it was at once an act which
was conservative (in respect of its immediate context) and
rebellious (in an architectural context).
Fig 3.2.28 Typical suburban house facade

Fig 3.2.29 House 4 facade

The facades of surrounding houses are predominantly pebbledash
with wide windows and patent reveals

We wanted to adhere to the prevailing materiality but differentiate
through detailing
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Importantly this approach to Decorum left space for the Exotica of
the archaic window detail. This detail had nothing to do with
the context of suburbia. In fact it was counter-contextual, totally
different to the windows of suburbia.
The archaic window was a pre-existing Fascination, a confluence
of personal Fascinations which we brought to the project. The
frameless, cave like openings of Sigurd Lewerentz in Klippan,
Jorn Utzon in Can Lis and Dom Hans Van Der Laan in
Vaals accompanied us to this site and seemed like the perfect
companion to the Decorum of the pebbledash.
These were only notions at this point, floating around in
relation to each other. But these vague ideas are now clear to me
as manifestations of the intertwined motivations of Decorum and
Exotica. The Decorum of the pebbledash seeking to fit into the
context but leaving space for the Exotica of the window detail to
challenge this context.

Fig 3.2.30 Window St. Peter’s Church, Klippan, Sigurd Lewerentz

Fig 3.2.31 Window House 4

Archaic openings (such as this) were a pre-existing fascination which
preceded the initial design of House 4

This window detail is a clear manifestation of Exotica and is entirely
unrelated to the context
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The breakthrough in the design, in terms of it coalescing into a
tangible proposal came only from a relatively blunt approach to
the pragmatic restrictions on the site.
The house, unlike others on the estate would be read from
3 sides, almost in the round. It was located on a peninsula of
land on the end of an existing row of houses. The new house
needed to follow the predominant front and back building lines
of the adjacent row (or else this would jeopardise planning
permission).
On the end edge of the site, the boundary was irregular in shape.
This edge condition was further complicated by an overlapping
easement (a required set back) from an underground sewer
which ran at an angle to the boundary.

1

2

We were aware of all these restrictions from the outset, but
initially worked around them, resulting in a series of unpalatably
complicated or awkwardly composed layouts, none of which we
as architects were satisfied with enough to pursue.
Fig 3.2.32 Accretion drawing 1

Fig 3.2.33 Early (rejected) sketch version where form was stepped to
avoid irregular boundary

The build-able area (1) was constrained by the front and back
building lines of the adjacent row of houses, and an irregular edge to
the south (2)
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It was only when we decided to allow these pragmatic restrictions
to play themselves out directly did a successful solution emerge.
We made the north façade of the house a simple offset from the
neighbours gable (to allow an access passage to their rear garden),
the west façade was in line with the fronts of the neighbouring
buildings, the south façade ran along the angled offset from the
sewer and the east (rear) façade ran in a line joining the point
where the sewer offset and site boundary overlapped, and the
rear building line of the neighbouring houses. The resultant
plan form was trapezoidal in shape and immediately felt correct
and worthy of pursuit as it had a basis in (and therefore revealed)
the pragmatic forces at play on the site.

2
1

Of course, this plan form was not inevitable and there are other
rational solutions which could be arrived at from the same
restrictions (for instance filling in the entire area between the
restricting lines (this option was rejected because it was an
inelegant plan), but this one had the formal coherency which
is a characteristic of Decorum - and it looked pleasing to the eye.
Fig 3.2.34 Accretion drawing 2

Fig 3.2.35 Early (rejected) sketch version where form filled
maximum available space

The site was further constrained by an overlapping setback from a
sewer pipe adjacent (1) and requirement for access route (2)
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From this point the eventual design flowed rapidly. The only
way to get 4 rooms upstairs (3 bedrooms and a bathroom) in
such a small plan was to arrive at the top of the stairs in the
middle of the plan. This 5-sided central landing (with a door to
each room and the stairs opening) and the splayed outer walls
gave the rooms upstairs their geometry. The central location of
the stairs split the ground floor into a living-dining area and a
kitchen area, and the stairs splays to give these rooms parallel
walls.

Fig 3.2.37 Breakthrough sketch
An innocuous drawing which released the quick resolution of the
design

I understand now that this ‘flow’ of design resolution was a
result of engaging directly with the pragmatic constraints of the
site. This ‘grounded’ the design decisions in a way that made
me comfortable to proceed. It was also revelatory of forces at
play in both the visible and invisible contexts.

1

Fig 3.2.36 Accretion drawing 3
The eventual footprint is the largest 4 sided volume that would fit
within the restrictions (1)
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The external form, seen in the round (unlike the neighbouring
buildings seen from front only) suggested a strong repetition of
smaller windows (than the neighbours) around the three open
sides in order to make the volume read as a continuity. These
smaller windows also suited the Exotica of the archaic opening
more than the larger scale windows typical of the area.

Fig 3.2.38 Eventual first floor plan & elevations
The plan needed to work from the first floor down to accommodate 4
rooms upstairs
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Many people have likened the façade to Valerio Olgiati’s Yellow
House, and there is a strong resemblance, but in reality it owes
more to a little known house1 built by Alice’s boss at the time,
which itself has a lineage back to Aldo Rossi.
To this point (the outline resolution of the design) we have seen
an intuitive sensibility made up of aspects of Decorum and Exotica
pre-dating any tangible design solution. These nascent design
moves then find their form or scaffold, through an engagement
with, or searching for the pragmatic forces on the site.
The effect of Decorum, Exotica and Pragmatics continue to strongly
influence the development of the project into detailed design
and construction stages – stages of the design process where we
feel our work develops much of its eventual character.

Fig 3.2.39 Accretion drawing 4

Fig 3.2.40 West elevation of House 4

The basic form of House 4 was arrived at through dealing with
the pragmatic issues of the site and adhering to the prevailing
materiality
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With regard to detailed design I will take as a starting point the
window detail (which has been there in some form since the
beginning as a pre-existing Fascination), as it is the key to portraying
how these sensibilities play out at this stage of the project. For
the archaic windows to have the desired presence externally,
we felt they must be recessed in the opening by a reasonable
depth. This meant that the outer layer of the wall must have
a substantial thickness, greater than the 100mm block which
would be common in a cavity wall build-up.
The house has a very small footprint (less than 50m2 on the
ground floor) and with the external faces of the walls limited in
position by the lines described above, wilfully making the wall
thicker than necessary would have meant an unacceptable loss
of space internally. This combination of considerations led us
to a solution of making the external face of the wall a structural
(215mm deep) blockwork wall, which was then insulated on the
inner face. This approach allowed us the depth on the outside
and to push the windows right into the inner face, allowing a
continuity of insulation.
Fig 3.2.41 Accretion drawing 5

Fig 3.2.42 Typical window detail House 4

Articulated building form of House 4. While the form and
materiality are quite typical the articulation of the exotic windows
has a strong impact on the character

The strategy to push the windows to the inside of the wall gave
maximum depth to the Archaic opening from the outside
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This technical solution (which stemmed from figuration - a
desire for an imagined character or image) had the result of
implying a ‘lining’ strategy for the expression of the internal
spaces. A heavy, masonry, structural layer to the outside, and a
lightweight lining to the inside (covering the insulation layer).
Whereas many architects would ideally seek a continuity of
expression from the exterior to the interior of a project so that it
reads as a singular object, we were comfortable with this rupture
between interior and exterior. It is a trait which is common
throughout many of our projects both materially and in form. As
I have outlined in the Decorum section, this divorcing of interior
and exterior expressions is, I believe, a characteristic of Decorum
related to my Formative Spatial History.

Fig 3.2.44 Ground floor interior
These spaces are lined in timber

Fig 3.2.43 Accretion drawing 6
Lined interior spaces of House 4. This strategy was triggered by the
pragmatics of the window detail but permitted by the sensibility of
Decorum
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On the ground floor this lining strategy manifested itself in walls
made of birch plywood incorporating storage of varying depth
(ranging from shallow shelves to full depth fitted kitchen). This
decision to use timber was driven partially by a desire to create
a warmth and tactility to these communal parts of the home.
Within itself the ground floor’s open-plan space is coherent in
its expression.

Fig 3.2.45 First floor interior
These spaces are lined in plasterboard, tiles or mirrors and given
individual pitched roofs
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Upstairs the lining strategy develops from a material expression
to one of both material and spatial. In the more personal, quiet
spaces of the bedrooms and bathroom the choice was made to
subdue the material expression – white painted plasterboard or
white mosaic. As a result of the non-orthogonal plan forms of
these rooms, we felt it necessary to imply a sense of completeness
by giving each room its own pitched roof. In the ceilings of
these spaces we pulled the lining away from the line of the roof
pitch above – thereby spatially, as well as materially divorcing
the inside from the Decorous simplicity of the outside.

Fig 3.2.46 House 4 window detail
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The above displays a complex interplay of how the figuration
of a piece of Exotica (deep archaic window opening), leads to a
specific technical solution which will support this Exotica in this
context (external load bearing wall internally insulated) and in
turn has the effect of differentiating the interior from the exterior
in material (ground floor) and spatial terms (upper floor) which
is itself a characteristic of Decorum. This is typical of our design
process in the evolution of detailed design. Once the project is
designed in an outline sense, it rarely changes radically from
that point. Rather, the project then becomes its own context and
each design move shifts the nature of that context, and presents
further opportunities for elaboration.

Fig 3.2.47 House 4 construction detail
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If I return to the window detail, which is such a fundamentally
important aspect of this project, and more specifically to the
suppressed cill of that window detail, we can see an example of
the functioning of Fascinations in the technical resolution of this
element.
The pebble-dashed reveals, and ‘frameless’ window aspects
of this detail were relatively easy to achieve from a technical
standpoint but the suppressed cill was more difficult to find
a satisfactory solution for. We therefore proceeded to tender
stage with a construction detail which we were not happy
with. This was a highly unusual step for us as we typically have
every conceivable detail resolved and drawn to a high degree
prior to tender. In this case the strategy was to make an overly
complex (and unacceptably inelegant) version of what we
wanted to achieve thereby leaving some ‘breathing space’ for
rationalisation and refinement in conversation with the eventual
building contractor.

Fig 3.2.49 Cill detail photo

Fig 3.2.48 Abbey at Vaals - Dom Hans van der Laan

The ultimate resolution of the cill detail was a product of both
discussion with the builder on site and a physical journey to
a particular Fascination. The Fascination in question - the Abbey
at Vaals by Dom Hans Van der Laan on the Belgian/ Dutch/
German border - was actively sought out with this detail in
mind. I had known that this building had archaic openings
and supressed cills but did not know how they were achieved
technically. When in Germany, Alice and I took a detour to this
building while House 4 was being constructed.

Fig 3.2.50 Cill detail photo

This fascination was sought out to aid in resolution of House 4 cill
detail
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1

A visit to the actual building allowed an interrogation of this
detail which available photographs simply could not, and
revealed that the cills consisted of a u-shaped trough-like
arrangement under the window with an overflow spout. This
seemed like a good solution and subsequently I made a sketch
detail and brought it to site to discuss with the builder. He was
concerned that this detail required a projecting overhang at the
base of the window, that the windows (which had already been
ordered) did not have. This led him to make a counter proposal
of a sloped cast in-situ cill detail which he then expressed
concerns about channelling water back into the building should
the spout become clogged. I sketched a further development
of his proposal which would mean the water would overflow
outboard of the building should the spout ever block. This
version was agreed upon and a final sketch detail was issued for
construction.

2

Fig 3.2.52 Initial proposal detail (after Vaals)
Builders alternative sketch (1) my counter sketch (2)

Fig 3.2.51 House 4 window detail
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While this passage wanders into the territory of the methods
and site techniques we use in our work (something which Alice
goes into in more detail in her research2), in the context of this
research it is interesting as a very clear example of a Fascination
(the Vaals cill detail) being used in a very functional and direct
way to achieve the desired result (the House 4 cill detail).
Critically they are not the same detail but one is fundamental to
arriving at the other which is a translation of the original to suit
a different situation – and thereby something new in itself.

Fig 3.2.53 Eventual cill detail sketch
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To conclude this case study it may be interesting, given the
intimacy of this project to the formative context of my early
spatial history and its relationship to my sensibility of Decorum,
to query whether or not this house achieves Decorum? I have a
general sense that the neighbours in the estate find this house
quite challenging, or perhaps downright ugly. It was striking
to me that through only very small deviations from the norm
– window proportion, window and eaves detailing – a house
could be considered so different in suburbia. Perhaps this
should not have been surprising to me given my tuning to small
differences in this context which I had observed as a child. I have
had specific conversations with my mother (who lives across
the road) about House 4. She has told me very clearly that she
doesn’t like it from the outside. She says it is ‘too severe’, and the
windows are ‘odd’. However she has said that she ‘loves it’ on
the inside, even though it is completely unlike any other interior
in the estate. I think this reaction acutely betrays the prevailing
attitude in suburbia; it is perfectly ok to be as diverse as you like
in your own space (the interior or rear garden) but not so in the
context of the shared realm of the streetscape. And it only takes
small differences for something to deviate significantly.
Fig 3.2.54 Typical living room interior in suburban house
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Fig 3.2.55 Interior of House 4
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Does this lack of acceptance of this new house mean that
Decorum has failed? If the definition of Decorum were that a
building fits seamlessly into its context, then yes it has failed.
But this is not what Decorum is about. It is about aligning and
misaligning. Fitting-in and challenging. And the fact that this
house is so acutely challenging to people in suburbia is a result
of this double position. It is both part of their shared world and
not. To me this is a success, in that it poses questions about
suburbia and how houses are made there, it opens up new
possibilities (whether they are desirable possibilities remains a
question) and I would hope, breathes new life into the culture
of suburbia. After many years of prospective clients telling us
they loved the brickwork of House 1 or the coloured steelwork
of Waterloo Lane (with noticeable absence of comments on
House 4), I have more recently noticed enquiries about houses
in suburbia and people interested in ‘something a bit like House
4’. I like to think this is evidence of the beginnings of a shift in
mind-set about what a suburban house in Dublin can be.

Fig 3.2.56 Exploded axonometric of House 4

1 The Doherty House by de Paor Architects

Influencial fascinations are arranged along the sides
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2 See Alice Casey, Tangible Thinking: Methods in the work of TAKA Architects.
Section 3.3 How We Practice: Learning by Doing in Venturous Practice
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3.3 Case Study Merrion
Cricket Pavilion

Project Description (written pre-research)
Merrion Cricket Club is one of the oldest clubs in Ireland and has been based
in its current location for over 100 years. In 2010 the previous clubhouse
was severely damaged by flooding from the River Dodder, which forms the
western boundary of the pitch. This new pavilion provides a robust new
home for the future of the club.
A singular form which spoke clearly of ‘pavilion’ was desired by the club. A
pitched roof volume with apex pulled to one side (to house an apartment for
a club professional in the roof space) was located on the site. This ‘ideal’ form
is then ‘cut’ by the site restrictions (car parking, access route, mains sewer
and pitch boundary) resulting in an irregular, distorted form.
Underneath this over-arching roof are held a number of external covered
spaces, such as a welcoming portico (which frames ‘the square’ on approach)
and a viewing terrace of varying depth. Internally the spaces do not follow
the volume of the roof but rather have ceilings articulated to give an
atmosphere appropriate to each space. The main ‘long room’ space of the
bar is orientated with views to the pitch and surrounded by 3 smaller niches
containing related functions.
The building is fully flood protected up to a datum marked by the waterproof
concrete ‘wainscotting’. Above this datum the walls are either clay brick or
windows. The building is capped by a wandering ring beam cast directly
onto the brickwork, or colonnades, with a standing-seam zinc roof over.
Essentially, the pavilion’s architectural character resides in the balance
between an ideal pavilion and a quiet expression of the particularities of site
and programme.
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Fig 3.3.1 Site Plan
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Fig 3.3.2 Formal Diagrams
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Fig 3.3.3 Ground Floor Plan & Elevations
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Fig 3.3.4 Cross Section
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Fig 3.3.5 View of distorted singular volume of new pavilion
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Fig 3.3.6 View on approach with portico framing ‘the square’
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Fig 3.3.7 View from portico to pitch
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Fig 3.3.8 Collonade and articulated threshold
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Fig 3.3.9 View of south end showing irregular form
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Fig 3.3.10 Detail view of rear facade
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Fig 3.3.11 View down collonade from south
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Fig 3.3.12 View of ‘Long Room’ bar towards Snug niche
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Fig 3.3.13 Viewing terrace - section articulated to afford multiple layers of
viewing
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Fig 3.3.14 Interior of away changing room
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Fig 3.3.15 View of facade from rear access laneway showing waterproof ‘wainscotting’, brick and cast in-situ gutter beam
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Fig 3.3.16 Viewing terrace towards pitch
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Fig 3.3.17 View of trophy cabinet in lobby niche
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Fig 3.3.18 Landscape windows from bar towards pitch beyond
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Fig 3.3.19 Photo of model showing apartment terrace cut into roof
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Fig 3.3.20 Construction study model
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The Merrion Cricket Pavilion was a pivotal project for the
practice. It was our first non-domestic building, which we
completed at a relatively young age (it is very difficult in
Ireland for practices to break out of the domestic market –
many excellent architects spend decades or their entire careers
working only on domestic projects). This project, I believe,
showed our capability at a larger scale and has led directly to
clients approaching us for larger work.

Fig 3.3.21 Merrion Cricket Pavilion in 2010

If I was more heavily involved in the design and execution of
House 4, the Merrion pavilion owes much of its eventual qualities
to Alice’s intelligence, meticulousness and perseverance while
running this job on site (Alice documents aspects of this site
work in her research1).
As with our very first job, this job came about through Alice’s
family. Her brother was a member in the cricket club and he came
to ask us how best the club should go about redeveloping the
club house. We suggested they run a small invited architectural
competition, which they decided to do. 3 practices were invited
(including ourselves) to submit design proposals and present
them to the membership for a vote.

Fig 3.3.22 Merrion Cricket Pavilion
Competition image (note centralised apex & flat eaves)
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A Formative Fascination for us at this moment was a building we
had visited recently. The Tea House on the coast near Porto,
an early project by Alvaro Siza. More specifically, it was the
experience of the bar space – a dark room with horizontal
windows facing the sea and a low eaves outside.
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The memory of this room and its connection to the seascape
outside was pivotal in forming our initial, intuitive approach to
the design. We wanted to recreate the dimly lit interior which
heightened the experience of the illuminated exterior, the
landscape proportioned windows and the overhang outside.
We let the desire to recreate this spatial experience guide the
proposal for the competition. When I say that this bar space in
Siza’s Teahouse was ‘formative’ for the project, I mean that it was
the primary desire we had to recreate in the project. This spatial
experience was like a stake in the ground for the design and
something which most of the ensuing design decisions played
a role in supporting in some way. An example of this was the
pitched roof and colonnaded veranda which faced the playing
field. Amongst other things this had the role of recreating that
deep low eaves outside that we had seen in Siza’s bar.
We were also conscious that the membership were collectively
a rather conservative group and may well have preferred a
traditional looking pavilion. While we would not give them this
we did feel we could provide a sense of a traditional pavilion in
our proposal by using a pitched roof and a colonnaded viewing
terrace, elements we considered present in the archetypal
sports pavilion. We were confident that we could handle a large,
singular, pitched roof well, and equally confident that the other
architects could not – most likely opting for a flat roof proposal.

Fig 3.3.23 Tea House Bar, Porto, Alvaro Siza
This spatial experience was a Formative Fascination for this project
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I believe this move (inflecting our design approach to the
[perceived] preferences of the client) is another manifestation of
the pragmatic approach which underpins our design process.
Here again an outside force is seized upon to give form to the
scheme.
2

A short time before submission of the competition we learned
that one of the other competing architects was actually a
member of the club. We also learned that the third architect
had withdrawn from the competition (perhaps also as a result
of learning this news). We were slightly deflated and sure that
we would not now win the competition – given that the result
was to be decided by a members vote, they would surely vote for
one of their own. But we decided to submit in any case thinking
that it was a good opportunity to present our work to lots of
potential new clients.

1
5

3
4

The evening of the presentation we showed our earlier work
and proposals to the assembled membership. Afterwards we
went to the pub, fully expecting to receive negative news from
the subsequent vote. We received a phone call from Alice’s
brother who informed us that the membership had voted
overwhelmingly in our favour and we had the job. We were
equally shocked and thrilled.

Fig 3.3.24 Accretion drawing 1
Site Restrictions
1 Access route to car park
2 Car park
3 Edge of playing field
4 Wayleave offset from underground sewer
5 Available footprint
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As we progressed the design towards a planning application, we
began to understand more about the various restrictions on the
site. The location on which the pavilion was to be located was
hemmed in on all sides by varying restrictions.
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The rear (east facing) building line was essentially set as it was
in the original pavilion, in order to allow vehicular access to the
parking spaces to the south. This southern façade was limited
by the same parking spaces (parking space rental was the major
source of income for the club so no spaces could be lost in the
redevelopment), the (west facing) pitch façade was limited by
the extent of the playing field and the northern edge of the
building was restricted by a wayleave from a large underground
sewer.

1
2

Fig 3.3.26 Walsall Pub, Sergison Bates
Triggered fascination of cut voume

In a way it was a more complex version of the situation with
House 4 and on reflection I think that we learnt from the
experience of designing that house and quite early on sought to
invite these restrictions to play a formative role in the resolution
of the form. However, this was a amore complex brief than
House 4 and the demands of this brief pushed the form-finding
exercise on further.

Fig 3.3.25 Accretion drawing 2

Since the competition stage the requirement for a 2-bed
apartment (for visiting cricket professionals) was added to the
brief by the client. The competition submission had a large
roof volume which pitched towards the centre of the plan
from a perimeter eaves which was level on all sides. Given the
restrictions to the plan extent mentioned above the only feasible
place to add this new program was within this roof volume. But,
if we put an apartment under the high point of the roof pitch
(in order to achieve the required head height) then this would
be located directly over the main space of the clubhouse below,
thereby restricting this to standard ceiling height.

Fig 3.3.27 Walsall Pub, Sergison Bates
Higher facades from cut volume

Overlay of ideal & real
1 Idealised volume
2 Available footprint
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This situation was unacceptable to us (we were very keen to
articulate the importance of this space with a special ceiling) so
we decided to push the apex of the roof over to one edge, away
from the main space below. While this move allowed us to have a
tall ceiling in the main room of the clubhouse, it threw up other
issues. With the apartment volume pushed to the edge, it would
no longer fit in the roof volume (as the roof height was lower
towards the edges). Unwilling to take the easy route and make a
pop-up projection from the roof volume (as this would ruin the
Decorum of the form), we sought a solution which would keep the
singular, object nature of the proposal while accommodating
this new apartment location.

Fig 3.3.29 Merrion Cricket Pavilion
Cut volume

Fig 3.3.28 Accretion drawing 3

This specific scenario, brought about a Triggered Fascination.
Some years ago I had seen a new bar building in England by
Sergison Bates, one of their earliest projects. This building was
a simple square in plan, with a symmetrically pitched volume
that was then cut along two sides, leaving two facades with low
eaves and two with higher gable walls. It was a complex volume
but somehow also read as a simple singular form.I felt we could
do something similar with our situation to provide higher walls
to the back (to accommodate the apartment) while allowing the
low eaves towards the pitch side. This strategy was played out
in a number of test models and drawings and eventually proved
successful.

Fig 3.3.30 Merrion Cricket Pavilion
Cut volume

Resultant volume from cutting ideal volume with available footprint

Essentially we developed an imaginary ‘perfect’ volume. A
rectangular plan with a pyramidal roof, where the apex of the
roof was located over the preferred position of the apartment.
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However this ideal volume was much larger than the site would
accommodate. The perfect volume was then ‘cut’ by the sitespecific restricting lines outlined above. The result was a
complex, but singular volume which presented low eaves to the
pitch side and an undulating eaves line to the other sides, which
fortuitously allowed us to fit the apartment off to one side and
allow for a high ceiling to the main space.
Fig 3.3.32 Merrion Cricket Pavilion
Study model with grey brick

Fig 3.3.31 Accretion drawing 4

Again, in a similar vein to House 4, we have in the past
explained this process of form finding as an inevitability, like it
was the ‘correct’ solution. However the eventual outcome of this
logic was definitely coloured by our own formal and aesthetic
preferences. There are a large number of outcomes which could
have been played out here using the same logic (moving the
position or changing the shape of the original ideal form for
instance).
We ‘massaged’ the logic, and in a way back-engineered it (having
known the problematic issues beforehand) so that it worked
in a both practical and aesthetic way. But we enjoyed the idea
that the form came from an ‘ideal’ form which was inflected or
adapted by the specifics of the site. This act of inflection in turn
(quietly) revealed something about the place which a perfectly
resolved form would not have the capacity to do.

Fig 3.3.33 Merrion Cricket Pavilion
Buff brick

Brickwork facades

I think many people (understandably) see the form of the
building as a somewhat arbitrary exercise in shape making.
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But while there is aesthetic judgement at play and we enjoy some
of the formal aspects of the project, what is most important to us
as architects is that this form has its foundation in the resolution
and expression of pragmatic issues. This is intertwined with a
tendency towards formal coherency which is a strong tendency
of Decorum in situations where the project does not have a built
context to directly engage with.
Fig 3.3.35 Site Flooding in 1986

Fig 3.3.34 Accretion drawing 5

Another aesthetic issue which can ostensibly be attributed to
Decorum is the choice of brick for the project. The buff (yellow/
brown) brick could be seen to align itself with the rear facades
of the Edwardian houses which back onto the playing field,
some of which had a similar colouring of brick. Originally we
had intended to use a basic grey concrete brick (like a concrete
block, but brick-sized), as that was all the budget for the project
would allow. The client was unhappy about this proposal – they
were already nervous about the use of fair-faced concrete for
the colonnade (which we persuaded them was necessary for
structural reasons) and for the walls to also be grey felt like a
step too far. They let us know that they intended to render over
and paint these surfaces, an intervention that we could not risk.
It would have ruined the material quality we had envisaged for
the building. We went and spoke to a brick supplier we were
friendly with (we had won an award for the brickwork on our
first building using their bricks, which they were delighted
with). The supplier offered to supply the job with clay bricks
for the same cost as concrete bricks, but there was one catch,
that the only bricks available at this rate were a surplus lot which
were left over from another job.

Fig 3.3.36 Flooding of Club house in 2011 (during design phase)

Flooding on site
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Although it may not have been our first colour choice we
decided it was better than taking the risk of potentially rendered
walls, and we gratefully accepted the deal.
This negotiation of the dynamic between client, costs and
architectural quality is something that most architects engage
with in the day-to-day of practice (yet is rarely spoken about as
having an impact on the eventual design), and I think the above
is revealing about where our red lines are. We are pragmatic
enough to accept that the colour of a material might change (i.e.
from grey to buff brickwork) but we are not willing to change
that material expression (from brick to render). Incidentally,
I think we would have been comfortable with the idea of the
render had it been there from the beginning of the design
process – but we find material changes mid-stream very difficult
as they tend to unravel much of the thought processes which
have gone beforehand in the design and thereby undermine the
integrity of the building.

Fig 3.3.38 Markt Halle Arrau - Miller Maranta
Triggered fascination of concrete plinth

Fig 3.3.37 Accretion drawing 6

A couple of weeks before we were due to submit a planning
application on the pavilion, a significant event occurred out of
the blue. The whole site of the cricket grounds and surrounding
areas flooded after heavy rains caused the nearby river to burst its
banks. This river had previously had flood protection measures
carried out on it by the local council and it was thought the site
was protected, but these defences were breached and the site
was submerged under 1.5m of water.

Fig 3.3.39 Merrion Cricket Pavilion
Waterproof concrete barrier to internal spaces

Perimeter concrete flood barrier to internal spaces
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Understandably, the client thought again about relying on the
council’s defences and we were instructed to halt the planning
application and integrate a flood protection strategy into the
building. Presented with this additional requirement we almost
immediately saw it as an opportunity. More specifically an
opportunity to tighten up the expression of the building and
further relate it to the forces existing on the site. As is now clear
to me, this was the latest in a series of pragmatic requirements
which we seized upon to ground the design of the building. And
(equally recurrent) this pragmatic issue triggered a fascination,
that of a plinth or datum around the base of the building.
More specifically it was a project by Swiss practice Miller and
Maranta for a markethall in Aarau which was triggered. It had an
exquisite concrete base, which held the timber structure off the
wet ground and negotiated the sloping nature of the site.

Fig 3.3.41 Nepali window detail
Triggered fascination of extended cill & lintel

Fig 3.3.40 Accretion drawing 7

This fascination guided us in the creation of our own concrete
datum, which we called a ‘wainscoting’, around the perimeter
of the internal spaces. This waterproof concrete wainscoting
created an inverted bathtub which would protect the vunerable
internal spaces from the flood waters outside should they
return. The required datum for the projected maximum flood
of 1.65m above floor level would have created an oppressive
atmosphere inside if it were to be the general window cill height.
So we manipulated the ground level, raising the pavilion floor
up a couple of steps to align this datum with the perfect height
for someone to rest their drink on a window cill while sitting at
a bar stool.

Fig 3.3.42 Merrion Cricket Club
Extended concrete reveals at flood barrier penetrations

Breaks in flood proof barrier
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But this waterproof concrete bathtub needed to be penetrated
to create doors for people to get in and out of the building. A
proprietary system of drop-in barriers was sourced, which
would allow these doorways to be blocked up in the event of an
approaching flood. One difficulty with this system was the fact
that the rails for the drop in panels, which were fixed either side
of the door opening, needed to extend up past the top level of the
flood protection datum. This required a break in the concrete
datum line. While some architects may have found breaking this
clean datum line unpalatable (and we could have developed a
detail to suppress this break), it triggered a fascination which we
had seen while travelling in Nepal. Throughout Nepal, a country
which is prone to earthquakes the lintels and cills of windows
are extended unusually far into the surrounding walls. This is
done to strengthen the structure around these weak spots in
the wall, and it imparts a unique and characterful appearance to
Nepalese architecture. We imagined these projecting structural
elements turned on their side and forming the surround to our
flood-proofed openings.
Another technical detail which we spent much time developing
was the sloping concrete eaves detail which sat on top of the
brickwork walls. This important detail concealed a perimeter
gutter and acted as a structural ring beam restraining the rafters
of the roof.

Fig 3.3.43 Detail Section of Terrace
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Alice goes into the casting process of the concrete itself in her
research but here I want to mention the articulation of the
junction between the concrete and the brickwork below. It is an
interesting case which reveals something about our particular
pragmatism.

4

As the concrete eaves line was sloping and the brickwork below
was running in horizontal courses we needed to negotiate
between these two materials. I have little doubt that the more
obvious option, of cutting all the top bricks at an angle, to mirror
the slope of the eaves would have been the easier approach from
both a construction perspective and aesthetically. But this would
have been what I might term as a ‘graphic’ relationship between
the materials rather than a ‘tectonic’ relationship.

2
1
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Fig 3.3.44 Facade Isometric

Fig 3.3.45 Merrion Cricket Club

1 Flood proof concrete wainscotting
2 Extended concrete reveals
3 Drop-in floor barriers
4 Stepping eaves detail

Rear facade

Concrete being (initially) a liquid material and bricks having
a modular completeness, we felt that the concrete should
accommodate itself to the brickwork, rather than vice-versa. We
decided that the brickwork would step in a slope (as close as
possible allowed by brick courses) to the desired angle of the
eaves, and the concrete would be poured directly on top of this
brickwork.
The result is a detail which appears to be the most direct,
straightforward solution to the junction between these materials
in this condition.
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But in reality (as is detailed in Alice’s research) it was an
extraordinarily challenging process to achieve this impression of
ease. Here (our) pragmatic approach searches for the appearance
of pragmatism rather than the ‘truth’ of a practical solution. This
is something I would have been very uncomfortable divulging
prior to this research as I thought that we were interested in
directness and simplicity in our work. But this research has
allowed me to accept the intuitive moves - made in previous
practice - on their own terms. I understand now that these
intuitions had meaning behind them, that they held within them
the true motivation of the practice (as opposed to an imposed
idea of these motivations).

Fig 3.3.46 Bar in teahouse, Porto, Alvaro Siza
Formative fascination

Returning, finally, to that Formative Fascination of Siza’s Teahouse
and the spatial experience of looking out to an illuminated
landscape which we found so compelling that we had to
recreate it. Looking back at both projects now (Siza’s Teahouse
and our Cricket Club), I feel ambivalent about the success of
the manifestation of this fascination in our work. In a side-byside comparison there is no contest in my mind between the
power of both spaces. Siza’s room is darker, more atmospheric
and delivered with an intensity of proportion which makes our
space feel pedestrian in comparison. However I am similarly
proud of the way we were able to construe the elements of this
specific project into a spatial experience - that bear some of
these qualities which Siza deployed with such mastery – which
is also intimately related to the forces at play in this project.

Fig 3.3.47 Merrion Cricket Pavilion
View from bar space to pitch
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The deep overhanging eaves – which is actually a viewing
colonnade, the fortuitous flood-proofing requirement – which
requires a high window cill level (giving landscape proportioned
windows), the nuancing of this flood datum (through
manipulation of the floor level) – allowing this cill be the resting
place for a pint while watching the game and the stepped edge
of the viewing terrace (raised for the aforementioned reasons) –
offering additional informal seating for watching cricket.

1 See Alice Casey, Tangible Thinking: Methods in the work of TAKA Architects.
Section 2.3 How We Practice: Learning By Doing in Venturous Practice

While the foundation of the spatial experience was propelled by
a particular Fascination, this Fascination becomes comprehensively
changed by the specifics of this situation. So, it eventually
becomes an altogether new offering in its own right. And
while I may still long for the exact qualities of that bar in Porto
I nevertheless know this cannot be (justifiably) recreated in a
literal manner in a cricket club in Dublin. Siza’s bar only has
relevance here if it is translated through the lens of this place
and this brief.
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The vernacular houses of the Tibetan
plateau sit like white, geometric boulders
embedded in the otherwise brown barren
landscape.
I see them as the synthesis of the geography
of this place, and the belief system which it
has brought about in the people who live
here.
The walls of the houses are made up of the
stuff that is most abundant in the landscape.
Stones. Large rocks, surrounded on all
sides by smaller stones, tapering inwards
towards the top, to counteract resonance
during earthquakes in this seismic region.
I like this way of making walls.
It is specific, it is practical. It has the
potential to communicate something
about the place if you are willing to look
hard enough. Even if you don’t know the
reason these walls are made this way, they
are particular enough to spark curiosity.

Fig 4.0.1 The Tibetan vernacular house
A manifestation of place & culture
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This patterned coursing of stones is
visually subdued underneath layers of
white wash which is applied annually
upon the melting of the snows. Above each
door or window opening, more paint, in
the form of blue and red vertical stripes
are applied as a blessing. This continuous,
ritual application of paint, carried out by
the occupants of the house in a casual
manner, give them a unique, imprecise
character.
Around each small window opening, a
more carefully defined splayed shape is
painted in black. This shape, I am told, is
an apotropaic symbol of Avalokiteshvara1
gazing down on the openings to keep
any evil spirits from entering the home. I
believe, that this black shape is also there to
reduce glare from the dazzling sun entering
the dim interiors, and to hold the suns heat
around the windows – like a primitive heat
curtain. This to me is a sublime confluence
of belief and pragmatics woven together
into a window detail of extreme character
and specificity.

Fig 4.0.2 Tibetan wall construction
Large blocks of stone surrounded by smaller stone to resist resonance
during earthquakes
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Crowning the houses is a frieze of
household fuel. In some cases twigs and
branches, in some cases yak dung. This
fuel source is collected in the spring,
stored for drying on the roof in the
summer and depleted over the course of
the winter. It is as if the cycle of the seasons
and the household labours are integrated
into an architecture in a continuous, but
structured, flux.
I am not sure if the Tibetans consider
this to be transitory decoration or if it is
invisible to them. I wonder if they look
upon their houses with the same aweinspiring beauty that I did. I guess not, that
they are just normal homes to them. Often
it is most difficult to see the thing that is
closest to you2, but to me these houses are
incredible Offerings of profound beauty to
me, and to the Culture of Architecture.
Fig 4.0.3 An offering back of an amplified material quality of
Dublin’s suburbia

Throughout my life I have been fascinated
by the things which have been offered by
the world. I have always felt surrounded
by these Offerings which lie, mostly silently,
everywhere you look.

An offering of external austerity and internal delight
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When I was younger I was captivated
by geography and geology. I had a sense
that within the landscape there lay the
possibility of reading the forces which are,
and have been present in that place. I saw
the landscape offering a record of how
it was made and how the world silently
came to be the way it was. Today I see
little distinction in this respect, between
architecture and landscape, save for the
conscious hand of the maker. They both
offer something of how they came to be,
and reflect the presence of the silent forces
which made them that way.
In the context of the built environment
these Offerings (such as the Tibetan house)
display to me a silent language of intention
by the maker. A pronouncement of their
understanding of the world. A construct
possesses within it, a history, a knowledge
and a reaction to its environment. In the
most beautiful and compelling cases
(to me) the offering possesses a magical
balance between the internal intention of
the maker and the external character of the
place.

Fig 4.0.4 Tibetan cornice
Branches collected during spring are left to dry on roofs and used as
fuel in winter
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The first time I became conscious of this
appetite for how other people did things
was in first year of architecture school. My
tutors that year were largely conservative,
pragmatic and somewhat disinterested in
the subject3. I found limited inspiration
from this source. Some weeks in, I
discovered the library and that it had
collections of architectural journals from
all over the world going back decades.
From this point onward I would camp
out in the library pouring over these
journals for hours each day. It constituted a
second, parallel education in architecture.
I was excited by the incredible breadth of
approaches to architecture that people had
taken. I observed and studied with little
judgment and lots of appetite.
Later I discovered the public lecture series
put on by the Architectural Association
of Ireland. Hearing prominent architects
talk about the thinking behind their built
works added another layer of enthralment
to the subject. I began to connect what was
built with an idea of personal intention, be
that moral, theoretical or economic. There
was now a voice behind the buildings.

Fig 4.0.5 Tibetan facade
The black shape around the windows is to ward off evil spirits and
keep heat from escaping
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Later still I felt compelled to go out into
the world to find these Offerings. What
struck me most powerfully in reality, was
the building making silent testament to
their idea and their context.
Through this research I have come to
be self-aware about the ingredients of
my motivation. Decorum, Formative Spatial
History, Trans-formative Spatial History, Exotica
and Pragmatics. These are the multiple and
intertwined elements which propel in our
design work. But I now also understand
that there exists, on a deeper plane an
underlying motivation4 to now participate
in the process of offering from which I
have received so much. I believe in an
idea of culture which is brought about by
both people and place and multiplicities
of both. A perpetual accretion and cross
pollination of Offerings.
Fig 4.0.6 Can Lis, Jorn Utzon

People’s intentions (which are themselves
uniquely specific) meet with the
circumstances of place (again a specific
entity) to form something which is
completely new by virtue of it being highly
particular.

A Greek peristyle made from Majorcan stone
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This highly particular offering already
rich with connection and association,
is then appropriated by another author,
bringing with it his/ her own influences
and translated into a different and
particular place. The resulting offering,
again something completely new, and
contains within it an almost infinite
number of associations of varying strength
of presence. A myriad Offerings meeting
a myriad situations. This understanding
of the world is inclusive, expansive and
uncertain of its outcome. To me this is a
very positive thing.
An architect who I have come to
understand held a sympathetic world-view
is Jorn Utzon. Utzon, a Dane, famously
looked outward (to Oriental, Islamic and
South American cultures amongst others)
for inspiration for his work, his own form
of Exotica. Some years back Alice and I
were privileged to spend a week living in
Utzon’s Can Lis on Majorca.

Fig 4.0.7 An offering of activity to an otherwise closed lane
An offering of the language and articulation of steelwork
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It is a house as rich and synthesised as
any vernacular model, but here it has a
specific author and we can see a particular
spatial history being played out, within
the environment and building culture of a
distinct place.
In Can Lis I can see Utzon accepting a
multi-layered offering of the local building
methods, both ancient (in the use of
blocks of Mares Sandstone) and modern
(in the use of precast I-Beams and the
ubiquitous ‘Bouvedillas’5). But he also
brings to bear ‘foreign’ qualities, in the
classical Greek Peristyle of the sea-facing
courtyard, Islamic glazed tile patterns and
the externally applied window strategy of
his fellow Scandinavian Sigurd Lewerentz.
Also, critically, Utzon employs his
internal sensibility towards topography
in the arrangement of the stone pavilions
relative to each other6, which tempers a
(potentially overbearing) monumentality
of the domestic complex.

Fig 4.0.8 Can Lis structural detail
The gravity of the columnular order is lightened by the use of
everyday, precast concrete elements
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Can Lis possesses a Decorum and Exotica
which are in exquisite harmony. In
this house Utzon makes an Offering to
architecture which is both ingenious and
archaic, both introverted and expansive.
He takes multiple ‘places’ and through an
act of translation offers another altogether
new ‘place’. Here I see Utzon offering this
house to the culture of Majorca and to the
Culture of Architecture.
Alvaro Siza, once said “Architects don’t
invent anything, they transform reality’.
Within this typically enigmatic statement
by Siza we can infer a respect for a culture
wider than the architect (they don’t invent
anything), but also that this stuff of culture
is renewed through the act of the architect
(they transform reality).
This process of transformation (or what
I am here calling translation), between
the act of accepting cultural Offerings and
the making of a new ones is a creative act
which builds upon, expands and sustains
culture.

Fig 4.0.9 Can Lis entrance hall
Islamic materiality and motifs are subsumed into a personal
language
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I previously thought of culture as a
place-specific localised phenomenon as
in ‘Irish Culture’. This conception of
culture consisted of a strengthening of the
characteristics of a place by looking in at
itself again and again moving in a linear
fashion inexorably towards an idealised
cultural nirvana.
I now strongly reject this notion. This
conception of culture is limiting and
creatively restrictive. I no longer believe
that it reflects the reality, or best interests
of a place. I understand now that external
influences are not only positive, but
necessary to invigorate and sustain a living
culture.
In his book on the Greek architect Dimitri
Pikionis, Kenneth Frampton makes a
similar observation: ‘Pikionis was one
of the first architects to realise that a
regionally inflected culture of modern
architecture could only be sustained in a
post-vernacular age through the admixture
of sympathetic alien cultures’7.

Fig 4.0.10 Can Lis window detail
The applied window detail to achieve an archaic opening also used
by Sigurd Lewerentz
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This suggests that the act of translation
(from [sympathetic] culture to culture) is
not just a positive attribute but a necessity
if cultures are to survive.
I also now understand culture to mean
more than just place (as it relates to
locality). I am now conscious of the
presence of architectural culture in our
work. Like a place-specific culture I
believe architectural culture (moving in
a parallel stream) should be in a process
of continuous evolution. If this appears
self-evident then I should say that it is in
opposition to revolution. Whereas surely we
need those few genius-inventor architects
who make the radical leaps, architectural
culture in general is progressed through a
collective process, which both remembers
the past and is open to its expansion.
This continuous, cyclic and expansive
process of offering, accepting, translating
and offering again, interconnects the
different facets of the world.

Fig 4.0.11 Can Lis living room
The archaic openings from the inside. The exaggerated reveals of
Utzon’s openings are a translation of Lewerentz’s into a climate of
harsh sunlight
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To me, this a cosmic process which allows
architecture to be both finite object and
boundless universe at the same time.
In using the term cosmic I mean that a
work of architecture holds within and
around it, a constellation of associations
and meanings, much in the same way as
Gottfried Semper’s ‘ritual dance’ does8.
Architecture has the capactiy to pull the
world into itself, translate it, and offer it
anew.
To hold this rich constellation in a built
form, in a balanced way is to me one of the
highest forms of beauty. When I see it I
am enthralled, literally fascinated. When I
seek it in my own work it often evaporates
before me. But I continue to pursue it
regardless.
I think this pursuit is motivated ultimately
by a desire to make my own Offerings
through architecture. I believe that this
motivation sits beneath, and underpins the
motivations of Decorum and Exotica and also
the working method of Pragmatics. Whereas
Decorum and Exotica are motivations for the
built work of TAKA Architects, making an
Offering to culture is a more fundamental
and personal motivator.

Fig 4.0.12 An offering of another approach for this small house type
in Dublin
An offering of modesty
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I want to participate in this process of
Offering which has benefitted me so
much in my development as an architect.
This may appear to be simply a cloak for
egotism (and perhaps there is some truth
in this), but I do not think of myself as an
ego-driven character. I am more sure that
it is a desire to play a (reasonably silent)
role in the development of culture – on
behalf of cultures. Perhaps the motivation
lies somewhere between egotism and
benevolence, a place in the psyche where
architects must necessarily dwell?
In my conception of culture, it takes a
myriad of voices to develop and sustain
that culture and I wish for our work to be
one of these voices.
I want our work to offer something to the
development of the culture of both place
and of architecture more generally.

Fig 4.0.13 Philopappou Hill, Dimitris Pikionis

In relation to the Culture of Place, I want
our architecture to both participate in the
continuity of that culture and propose
alternative ways in which that specific
built environment can develop.

The entrance to the Church compound distinctly recalls the Shinto
architecture of Japan
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The motivations of Decorum and Exotica
are both at the service of this motivation.
Decorum has the role of engaging with the
context. When the building engages with
the place people can read it firstly as part
of the place (not as an alien imposition
– which risks making it irrelevant to
the place). Whereas Exotica has the
role of probing and positing alternative
possibilities. These alternatives, accepted
under the cover of Decorum, may open
the door to a collective, alternative way of
thinking about this place.
Decorum and Exotica are again crucial in
facing the Culture of Architecture in general,
but perhaps in an inverted manner. Exotica
by its nature takes in aspects from all facets
of architecture. In this sense it is allied
with the broader Architectural Culture
unrestrained by locality (but restrained by
our sensibilities as architects). However
this wider culture is framed in an Irish
context by the presence of Decorum. This
local framing, offers a message of the
importance of place to the development
of architecture (as the Tibetan house and
Can Lis do).

Fig 4.0.14 An offering of the pleasure of sitting under a tree in a
park
An offering of how to occupy a historic structure with both sensitivity
and conviction
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I am now conscious that this deep
motivation for our work to become
an offering to both cultures, and the
responsibility this entails has a profound
influence on the architecture we make.
The responsibility towards the Culture
of Place – to sustain it – propels our work
to simultaneously disappear within, and
challenge the physical context in which it
finds itself.
The responsibility towards the Culture of
Architecture brings with it an obligation to
raise the ambition of the practice. This is
what drives us to elevate the insignificant
briefs that we are given beyond what the
client expects, what is typical in the place
or what is comfortable for us. To offer
something to architectural culture it must
be of a quality in excess of ordinary.
Fig 4.0.15 An offering to the material nature of Dublin’s houses

Ultimately it is the presence of this desire
to make my own Offerings in this way which
gives our work a large part of its specific
character.

An offering to monolithic brickwork
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The simultaneous, co-present and often
contradictory motivations to offer back
to Place and Architecture (and the
sensibilities of Exotica and Decorum which
are related to these motivations) gives our
work a density of intent and multiplicity of
reading.
Previous to this research I would have
regarded these counter, or mixed
motivations as a failure in the clarity (and
hence quality) of the work. I am now aware
that these characteristics are present in the
aspects of the world which I find most
fascinating, and have always been present,
unconsciously, in our own work.

Fig 4.0.16 Philopappou Hill - Church
A unique architectural character of Japanese structure and Greek
masonry. This is an architectural proposition which extends and
sustains local architecture
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1 a Buddhist deity whose name means ‘Lord who
looks down with compassion’

8 Semper, G. (1989). The Four Elements of Architecture
and Other Writings. Trans. Harry F. Mallgrave and
Wolfgang Herrmann. Cambridge, pp196

2 Alice and I once showed Mauricio and Sophia
of Pezo Von Ellrichshausen around Dublin when
they came to give a lecture. What they were most
excited about seeing was the use of pebble-dash.
Pebble-dash is seen in Ireland as the most banal
and maligned material normally reserved for the
cheapest, most unambitious of buildings. Yet they
were fascinated by its textural qualities – unlike
anything they had seen before.
3 I should qualify this statement by saying that
there were a small number of highly inspirational
tutors during my time in architecture school
4 The discovery of this underlying drive was
prompted by Richard Blythe questioning what was
the ‘Urge’ behind our fascinations?
5 These are precast concrete arch segments
ubiquitous in construction in Spain
6 The individual pavilions that form the house shift
in relation to each other following the contours of
the site – a similar strategy was used by Utzon in his
Kingo Housing project in Denmark
7 Binet, H. (2004). A Sentimental Topography. AA
Publications, pp 9
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It is easy to understate the insights and
shifts in consciousness which I have made
since the outset of this research, especially
from my vantage point at the end, where
these discoveries feel almost self-evident.
But they have been profound. I am hesitant
to title this section ‘conclusions’, because I
do not feel like this is the cessation of the
process which this research has initiated.
Rather this document marks the capturing
of a moment in an ongoing process of
emerging self-consciousness.

this new, more specific, understanding
of the (visible) context-driven side of
our work. Moving from a point at the
beginning of the research where I thought
we were pursuing a neo-vernacular
architecture2 purely focused on Ireland,
to now knowing that we seek a position
of Decorum when we make buildings.
Decorum as I have explained is not to be
mistaken for a conservative position. It is
an approach which seeks to adhere with
the context enough to allow a conversation
and participation but (critically) by doing
so opens up the possibility of injecting
a radical aspect which questions and
expands the potential of that context at
the same time. The approach of Decorum
allows this to happen in a way that an
extrovertly different architecture cannot
(as this risks being seen as an alien object
– ignored as something which has nothing
to do with the place). I see now that this
sensibility of Decorum comes forth from
the context and aims to eventually recede
back into it again.

I have, to a large extent, achieved my
stated aim at the beginning of this process:
to understand more fully the deeper
motivations of the practice1.
I have moved from a position of knowing
that the context of a project was of central
importance to our work, but understanding
this only vaguely. Now, I am conscious of
a specific and personal relationship with
(visible) context through the discovery
of my sensibility of Decorum. Decorum is
the term which I am using to describe
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I have uncovered how this sensibility of
Decorum is related back to my Formative
Spatial History, my upbringing in my
specific Suburbia and later in Dublin City.
I have shown how many of our buildings
repeatedly contain characteristics which
were prevalent (to me) in these places
where I grew up. These characteristics
manifest themselves as a tendency
towards material and formal adherence
to the context (where directly related) or
a formal simplicity or coherency where
not, a liberation from context where the
project is hidden from collective or public
view and a distinct rupture between the
materiality, space and expression of a
project from inside to out.

research3.
I was formerly, completely unconscious of
a counter-contextual drive in the work of
the practice. I had believed that everything
came from the place of the building. I
see now, through the discovery of my
sensibility of Exotica, a powerful countermotivation to our earlier vernacular ideal.
Exotica is the term I use to describe the
motivation to re-create our Fascinations in
our work. Fascinations is a term I use to refer
to the individual objects of inspiration or
curiosity to our practice – collectively they
underpin the wider sensibility of Exotica.
This sensibility has been cultivated
(by both myself and Alice) through an
instinctive, unusually proactive and
targeted series of travels out into the
world – a literal search for inspiration and
knowledge. I understand now that we are
compelled to seek out these fascinations,
to experience them first hand and that
these experiences are highly functional in
our design process.

I now understand that the Visible Context of
the site is one of 3 distinct but overlapping
contexts in which we work as architects.
This Visible Context is where the sensibility
of Decorum is at its most active in design
practice.
The uncovering of the sensibility of
Decorum is the first major discovery of this
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I recognise the relationship of Exotica to
a distinct stage in my life which I call my
Trans-formative Spatial History - which
commenced when I began to consciously
and critically engage with my surroundings
– and that this stage of my spatial history is
ongoing.

Exotica can also precede a project or be
the first motivation which is triggered by
a new project. There is a non-hierarchical
relationship between Decorum and Exotica
and their implementation within a project
is not structured by a preordained
sequence.

I now understand that we also work as
architects in a second, Internal Context,
one brought about by the landscape of
our cultivated field of fascinations. This
Internal Context is where the sensibility
of Exotica is at its most active in design
practice.

The intertwining of these two sensibilities
(Decorum and Exotica) I think accounts
for a large degree of the specific character
of our work. This recognition that we
employ elements which are completely
unrelated to the local context of the project
in our work is a major revelation from the
research and contrary to how we viewed
the practice at the beginning.

Exotica – being related to Fascinations
(which themselves are often fragmentary in
nature) – typically arises in a fragmentary or
episodic manner within our work. Exotica
normally fulfils the ‘space’ left within
the approach of Decorum for the radical/
subversive element. Earlier in this research
I thought that Decorum always initiated the
design process, and Exotica was secondary.
However latterly I have become aware that
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The unearthing of this sensibility, counter
to the Visible Context of the site, which I call
Exotica is the second major discovery of
this research4.
Latterly in this research I have begun to
understand, my relationship to Pragmatics.
I recognise the process of designing the
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project itself constitutes a third, Invisible
Context. This context is place, time and
client specific and relates to the dynamic
process of bringing the project to fruition.
Within this specific place and period of
time new aspects of the project (legal,
regulatory, budgetary, technical etc.)
emerge and are acted upon. Our actions in
this context are directed by Pragmatics - a
willingness or invitation to allow the forces
which emerge throughout the design
(and construction) process to impact and
guide the eventual outcome. Pragmatics
is how we negotiate the tricky territory of
client, regulations, construction etc. This
process is less about solving practical
problems and more to do with an act of
‘revelation’, of revealing latent aspects or
forces on the project through the vehicle
of our buildings. This new understanding
accounts for our earlier statements during
the PRS events (which we felt but could
not explain) where we said we do not ‘fully
respect‘ our projects until they have been
built – I see now that this is because they
have not yet gone through this important
process of enrichment. In these cases this
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Invisible Context has not yet has its impact
on the design of the project.
The unearthing of this thought-process
which I call Pragmatics, has emerged late
in this research process and as such, may
warrant further exploration (Alice makes
and detailed account of one of these
scenarios in her construction case study
of Merrion Cricket Pavilion)5. However
it is an important aspect of how we work,
as it accounts in a large part for the nonhierarchical way in which Decorum and
Exotica arise and how they are intertwined
in our work.
The realisation of the important role that
Pragmatics play in the shaping of our work,
and the fact that through mastering these
dynamic issues we intertwine Decorum and
Exotica and further seek to reveal something
otherwise hidden about a place is the third
major discovery of this research6.
Clearly, these 3 contexts (the Visible Context
related to Decorum, the Internal Context
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related to Exotica and the Invisible Context of
Pragmatics) are interrelated. For example,
Exotica often requires being triggered by
Pragmatics, or Decorum without instances
of Exotica, remains in an unfulfilled state.

In the same way that I have always looked
to how other people have made things
(my Fascinations) and seen them as their
Offerings – for others to take up and (mis)
interpret or translate – I desire for our
buildings to be Offerings to others so that
they may be taken up and (mis)interpreted
or translated. This I think, is how
culture operates, in a cycle of continuous
enrichment via a myriad Offerings to
a myriad people who bring their own
sensibilities and personal context to
bear. This enrichment process of Offering
becomes the accretion of culture.

The above discoveries do not amount to an
over-arching theory of our practice – nor
does it account comprehensibly for why
our buildings are the way they are. This is
not the intention of this research. Rather
they constitute an elevated level of selfconsciousness about why we practice in
the manner we do. They are a sharpening
of the understanding of our intuition.

I think this notion does have a subtle but
important influence on our designs. Firstly
it has dissolved the previous tendency
towards me (not Alice) wanting the ideas
of the buildings to be ‘understandable’ in
the past, to try to package them as a clear
idea – something which has (happily) been
thwarted by the complexity and richness of
the intertwined motivations which I now
understand more clearly. And secondly
it motivates another level of ambition in

There has been a notion in my mind
throughout this research (and indeed prior
to it) which I have never previously been
able to properly articulate - about a deepseated drive to participate in a continuous,
cyclic and cosmic process of Offering. By
this I mean that I view our work (on one
level) as an Offering to a) the Culture of
Place in which it is made and b) Culture of
Architecture in general.
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the work because we are not just building
the project for the client (whose ambition
is normally limited to themselves) or for
ourselves (who can be prone to laziness
unless otherwise pressured) but also to
architectural culture with all the greatness
it demands.

our own personal level (or indeed that
typical of the place). Architectural culture
is an ever present and demanding critic
of the work, one which when the design
functions and the client is happy, insists
on much more. Offering to the Culture of
Architecture obligates a level of excellence,
a quality which transcends the common or
everyday. Perhaps, the space between these
two obligations – restraint and excellence
– is where our work dwells.

This notion of Offering is a profound
motivation, which underpins the
motivations and sensibilities outlined
above. The responsibility of Offering,
to the Culture of the Place requires an
engagement with the continuous culture
of that place and a parallel attempt to
expand that culture. It is a finely balanced
approach and one which has been tuned
by my spatial histories and sensibilities.
Offering to the Culture of Place obligates a
degree of restraint – so the building can
be understood as part of that place, that it
(almost) disappears into the place.

The realisation of this deep sense of dualresponsibility to the Culture of the Place and
the Culture of Architecture, and how Offering
to these cultures guides and motivates our
work is the fourth major discovery of this
research7.
These discoveries are, on a personal
level, profound – I am sure of that. They
have transported me from a position of
vagueness about what is compelling our
work to one of far greater consciousness
and specificity.

The responsibility to the Culture of
Architecture, from which I have received and
learnt so much, obligates us to hold our
buildings to a standard which surpasses
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of our motivations will be at the service of
creating better buildings. Since I became
aware of their work, I have long had the
sense that my architectural heroes – the
likes of Louis Kahn, Alvar Aalto and Jorn
Utzon – did not simply move from project
to project, but that each building was
another step or experiment in fulfilling a
deeper motivation or ethos. That their
buildings were a vehicle to expressing their
inner world. I felt that they were conscious
of this, even if it was not made explicit (I
could see it stated silently in their work).
I am not there yet, perhaps not even close,
but this research has brought me many
steps closer to forming my own platform,
from which to build more successfully.
This is very exciting for me, I feel closer
to the verge.

practicing, nor do I think this necessarily
should happen. What is different now
is the level of self-awareness about our
motivations when we make architecture.
I am conscious now that we do not need
(or want) to connect everything in the
project to the specific place of the site.
Before, this is how I felt – everything
should come from the place. But now I
see this is only one aspect. This is surely
liberating to our future design process. It
is not that we will abandon the important
sensibility of Decorum, rather that we are
aware now of the equal strength of the
sensibility of Exotica and its importance to
the practice (this aspect of our work has in
the past been supressed). I believe this will
change how we design in the future. Also,
understanding the effectiveness of our
pragmatic approach – what we previously
considered an ad hoc method of designing
– will allow us to see these opportunities for
what they are when they arise. We will be
aware that we are not simply being reactive
to the dynamic context of a developing
project, but that these are profoundly

Having not yet had the time to let these
new discoveries settle and see them
clearly in new, in-progress work I can only
speculate on their impact on our future
practice. The research has not resulted
(at least yet) in a radically different way of
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important moments in the shaping of the
character of the project. By knowing this
is what is happening we can seize these
opportunities with more potency.

and transparent picture of the typically
mystified world of architectural design in
practice. Secondly my research contributes
to the discipline as an invitation to my peers
to seek greater self-awareness of their own
motivations. My own research journey and
the insights gained from this process have
given me a greater sense of enlightenment
about why we practice and design in the
way we do. The veil that was a generic selfcategorisation of our work has been lifted
to reveal a sharper and more accurate
understanding of the practice. I believe
strongly that each creative practitioner
has the same level of specificity to their
motivations and this research serves as an
example of how a practitioner can unearth
this specificity. Other practitioners’ unique
confluence of their own spatial history
and sensibilities can be revealed through
research and focused self-reflection. I
hope my research can act as a stimulus
to other creative practitioners to uncover
their own sensibilities and motivations
more clearly. Ultimately this state of
greater self-awareness can only lead to

Although personal in context, this research
contributes to the knowledge of the wider
discipline in a number of ways. Firstly
by the explication of this new knowledge
and sharing of my findings, my research
uncovers an original and highly specific
relationship between a practitioner and
context(s). It also reveals a working
method arising from these motivations and
a particular approach to pragmatic issues.
I have unearthed a relationship between
my sensibilities and my spatial histories. I
have revealed that we do not work in one
context when we design – but in multiple
contexts. I have recognised that I feel a
deep (dual) obligation to culture when I
make buildings.
Added to the growing number of practicebased PhDs in architecture which depict
equally unique situations8, my research
is building a more complete, richer
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better creative produce. I say this because
if you understand what you are working
towards, what is driving you, then you can
reach that place with more ease - and from
there seek to surpass it.

challenging them to uncover what is behind
these intuitions. This approach may be
seen in opposition to a more prevalent
teaching method (one which I would have
used myself prior to this research) where
students are only encouraged to make
design moves after they have found the
rationale for them.

I have already begun to act upon the
discoveries of this research in my teaching
practice9 - this in itself is an important form
of dissemination to the wider discipline.
When discussing students’ designs in
studio, recurring issues of relationships to
context, or incorporation of inspirational
references arise. I find these issues can
now be discussed in a much richer way
as a result of this research. I believe this
is because I am now able to converse with
the students with more clarity but also
more openness. I can relay my specific
relationship to context, or how a reference
they love may arise in an episodic manner
in their work, or how they can harness the
pragmatic issues on their site to give form
or meaning to their proposal. I also find
myself valuing and encouraging intuitive
moves by the students much more, while
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The notion of intuition, that critical,
but little understood aspect of creative
practice, may indeed be the real subject of
this research. It is clear to me now - from
this vantage point looking back - that there
is a very specific, very rich, intertwined set
of reasons why we do what we do when we
design.
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1 Stated in our pre-enrolment PRS Ghent 2013
2 Stated in our pre-enrolment PRS Ghent 2013
3 See section 1.0 Decorum
4 See section 2.0 Exotica
5 Alice Casey: Tangible Thinking. Methods in the
work of TAKA Architects. Section 3.3 How We
Practice: Learning by Doing in Venturous Practice
6 See section 3 Pragmatics and case studies within
7 See section 4.0 Offerings
8 Other completed practice-based PhDs are
available on the RMIT Research Repository
9 I currently teach in final year in the Dublin
School of Architecture (formerly DIT)
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6.0 Catalogue of the work of TAKA
Architects
Job Number

Name

Job Number

Name

001		
002		
003		
004		
005		
006		
007		
008		
009		
010		
011		
012		
013		
014		
015		
016		
017		
018		
019		
020		
021		
022		
023		
024		
025		
026		
027		
028		
029		
030		
031		
032		
033		
034		
035		

House 01
House 02
House 04
Burlington Mews
Venice Biennale 2008
Morehampton Court Landscape
End of Terrace
Europan 10 - Galway*
Laxie
Home Villas
Edenvale Road
Belgrave Mews
Wynnsward Park
Venice Biennale 2010*
Churchtown Road
Aobhineas Competition*
Merrion Cricket Club
Loretto Sports Hall*
Woodbine Road
Engaging with Architecture
St Michaels Estate
Dromleigh
Wallpaper House
MADE
Tullamore Arts Centre*
Sandford Avenue
The Granary
Irish Times Card
Sandford Mews
Clonskeagh Road
Window to Practice
Purple
20 Chairs Exhibition
Clonskeagh Mews
Waterloo Lane

036		
037		
038		
039		
041		
042		
043		
044		
045		
046		
047		
048		
049		
050		
051		
052		
053		
054		
056		
057		
058		
059		
060		
061		
062		
063		
064		
065		
066		
067		
068		
069 		
070		

DCU Entrance Competition
Sherlock Park
Mount Juliet
Swilly Road
Artangel*
St Patricks Park
Woodstown Way
1916 Centenery Chapel Competition
Architect’s Bursary 2014
Seafield Road
Etsy*
RDS Competition
Strand Road
Woodfield Dalkey
Massey Bros
Vicar Street
ID2015 London*
Hainault Road
Ramleh Park
Belvedere College Sports Pavilion
DCC Blessington Basin
Oliver Plunkett Road
Griffenstown Glen
Percy Lane
Ailesbury Road
Pembroke Row
Hibernian House
Belvedere College Masterplan
Belvedere College Front Entrance
Le Cheile Trust
Middleton Park
Rush
Kanaus Competition*

* Carried out in association with others (see project pages for details).

House 01
Job Number
Status
Size		
Location		

001
Completed 2009
150 sqm
Donnybrook, Dublin

Description
A new-build mews house, sharing a rear garden with a Victorian
House (House 2). The brickwork bonds are the result of separating
the traditional Victorian wall into layers. Throughout the house the
construction is exposed to add texture, detail and robustness.
Awards
2009 – Best International Project – BDA Brick Awards
2010 – ‘Best House’ – RIAI Irish Architecture Awards
2010 – Award – Architectural Association of Ireland Awards
2011 – Nominated For Mies van der Rohe European Union Award

Front Elevation

House 02
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location

002
Completed 2009
320 sqm
Donnybrook, Dublin

Description
An extension and refurbishment of an existing Victorian House, sharing
its rear garden with a new mews dwelling (House 1). The dining room
is the only new space added to the original house. The dining table
is made from cast and polished concrete, the ceiling joists are made
from twinned plywood and custom glazed bricks form part of the
wall. Throughout the rest of the house, interventions into the original
structure from the 1970s have been removed and replaced with new
furniture or windows.
Awards
2009 – Best International Project – BDA Brick Awards
2010 – ‘Best House’ – RIAI Irish Architecture Awards
2010 – Award – Architectural Association of Ireland Awards
2011 – Nominated For Mies van der Rohe European Union Award

Dining space

House 04
Job Number
Status
Size		
Location

003
Completed 2011
100 sqm
Firhouse, Dublin

Description
A new-build house located in a suburban estate. The materials of the
surrounding houses are re-used but articulated in an alternative manner.
Internally the communal spaces are lined in birch ply fitted furniture.
The bedrooms are lined in plasterboard, with individual pitched
ceilings. The 1st floor landing space is lined in mirror.
Awards
2012 – Award – Architectural Association of Ireland Awards
2013 – Highly Commended – ‘Best House’ – RIAI Irish Architecture
Awards

View of entrance

Burlington Mews
Job Number
004
Status
Pre-planning, incomplete
		2015
Size		
240 sqm
Location
Donnybrook, Dublin
Description
The proposed development consists of 3 no. terraced mews dwellings
for use as single family homes.

Ground Floor Plan

Venice Biennale 2008
Job Number
Status
Size		
Location
		

005
Complete 2008
N/A
Irish National Pavilion, ‘The Lives of Spaces’,
Palazzo Giustinian Lolin, Venice, Italy

Description
A viewing armature contains a glass prism which overlays 3 video
projections. The videos depict different stages of the design process for
a new family’s new home.

Exhibition

Morehampton Court Landscape
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location

006
Sketch design, incomplete 2008
N/A
Donnybrook, Dublin

Description
Proposal for hard landscaping to a lane shared by 7 houses.

Plan of Mews Laneway

End of Terrace
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

007
Completed 2012
51sqm (extension 13 sqm)
South City Centre, Dublin

Description
A small extension to a city centre house. The extension places an open
façade to the street behind a more protective brick wall. The timber
structure of the new facade offers space for display and storage.
Awards
Special mention AAI awards 2014

View of extension

Europan 10 - Galway
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location

008
Competition 2009
N/A
Galway

Description
Our proposal revolves around the question of how to extend a city into
a rural area while preserving the positive aspects of both urban life and
rural landscape.
In pursuit of the answer to this question, the generic suburban typology
is re-evaluated into one which perpetuates the existing landscape while
offering a sustainable and spatially defined urban form of the
required density.

*Project carried out with Kevin Walsh & Sachie Nishida

Planometric of proposal

Laxie
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

009
Sketch design, incomplete 2009
300 sqm
Laxie, Co. Kerry

Description
Proposal for single family dwelling in the countryside based on the
typology of Irish house of the middle size.

Proposed sketch ground floor plan

Home Villas
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

010
Sketch design, incomplete 2010
52 sqm refurishment, 32 sqm extension
Donnybrook, Dublin

Description
A refurbishment and extension of a small house based on creating an
enfilade of spaces.

Proposed sketch plans

Edenvale Road
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

011
Sketch design, incomplete 2009
N/A
Ranelagh, Dublin

Description
An incomplete design for a rear extension to a house.

Inital survey drawing

Belgrave Mews
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

012
Completed 2016
130 sqm
Rathmines, Dublin

Description
A two storey new build house. The site is located in a conservation area
and is beside two old stone cottages.

Partial view of garden facade

Breakfast Room
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

013
Completed 2010
60 sqm
Clonskeagh, Dublin

Description
The extension is north-facing. The deep, thin, roof structure spans
across the space to allow east and west light in from the sides. An arched
picture window faces the garden.

View of interior

Venice Biennale 2010
Job Number
014
Status		
Completed 2010
Size		 N/A
Location
Irish National Pavilion,
		
‘of deBlacam and Meagher’,
		
Chiesa di San Gallo,
		Venice, Italy
Description
A curation of the work of de Blacam and Meagher architects. Presented
for free dissemination in 9000 volumes on oak pallets in the oratory of
St. Gall in Venice.

* Co-curation with Tom de Paor and Peter Maybury.
Exhibition

Churchtown Road
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location

015
Planning, incomplete
17 sqm
Churchtown, Dublin

Description
Proposed single storey brick Garden Room to rear of an existing house.

Proposed rear and side elevations

Aobhineas Competition
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location

016
Competition 2010, incomplete
N/A
Dublin

Description
Winning entry of an international competition. The design proposes a
new house-like form in the garden of an existing womens refuge. The
brick volume houses childrens facilities and act as a robust background
to everyday activities.

*Project carried out as Burke Culligan Deegan
Proposal image

Merrion Cricket Club
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

017
Completed 2014
380 sqm
Donnybrook, Dublin

Description
A new-build cricket pavilion, replacing a flood damaged predecessor. The
new pavilion incorporates a flood protection strategy using waterproof
concrete around the perimeter. The entrance portico is located so as to
frame the cricket square on approach. The viewing terrace is organised
to allow for multiple seating and viewing opportunities.

Awards
2015 – Best Leisure Building – RIAI Irish Architecture Awards
2015 – Award – Architectural Association of Ireland Awards

Front elevation to cricket fold

Loretto Sports Hall
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

018
Competition 2010
N/A
Dalkey, Dublin

Description
Our approach is guided by the established, intimate relationship
between Loretto College Dalkey and its costal setting. Our intention is
that this sports hall will join the family of existing school buildings that
directly address the sea and are permeated by its presence.
It is the intent that the powerful experience of visiting and using this
sports hall will offer an unforgettable place, synonymous with the
College and Dalkey.

*Project carried out as Burke Culligan Deegan.
Proposal image

Woodbine Road
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

019
Incomplete, 2009
N/A
Mount Merrion, Dublin

Description
Refurbishment of an existing house. Project not progressed.

No information available

Engaging with Architecture
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

020
Completed 2011
N/A
Dublin

Description
Series of workshops with primary school students introducing them to
architectural design. Organised by Dublin City Council.

Workshop with students

St Micheal’s Estate
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

021
Incomplete, 2011
N/A
Inchicore, Dublin

Description
Invited competition to make a proposal for an art installation in a
housing estate destined to be demolished and rebuilt.

Site plan

Dromleigh
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

022
Tender 2011, incomplete
170 sqm
Dromleigh, Cork

Description
A new house in rural Cork. The volumes of the new house loosely
define an external space with an adjacent farmhouse ruin. The roofs
of the new volumes reach up towards the east and south, with the roof
structure bouncing and attenuating the light as it enters the interior.

Proposed plan

Wallpaper House
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

023
Completed 2011
N/A
Aran Islands

Description
Invited exhibition of notional design for ultimate retreat. Our proposal
is based on the edge of Inis Mor and features a walled communal space
with individual cells facing the cliff edge.

Model photograph

Made
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location
		
		

024
Completed 2012
N/A
RHA Dublin,
UCD School of Architecture,
Ormeau Baths Gallery Belfast

Description
A speculative design testing structure, light and space, articulated
through the language of plywood. Made as part of a wider group show.

Model photograph

Tullamore Arts Centre
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location

025
Competition 2011
N/A
Tullamore, Offaly

Description
The countryside and urban centres of the Midlands are interspersed
with big houses which form objects in the landscape or punctuations
within towns.
Our architectural strategy is to collect the various strands of the
programme together into a singular volume, so that they overlap and
interact with each other – engendering a truly creative environment
within the new arts Centre.

*Project carried out with Damien Culligan.

Proposal image

Sandford Avenue
Job Number
026
Status		
Completed 2012
Size		
200 sqm
Location		
Donnybrook, Dublin
		
Description
An extension, to the rear of an existing house, is sunken into the garden.
A large steel beam spans the entire width of the site, to allow the rear
wall of the house to open completely.

Kitchen sunken in rear garden

The Granary
Job Number
027
Status		
Incomplete, 2012
Size		 N/A
Location		
Temple Bar, Dublin
		
Description
Proposal to reconfigure the circulation space of an existing apartment
building and add a lift access.

Initial survey ground floor

Irish Times Card
Job Number
028
Status		
Completed, 2011
Size		 N/A
Location
N/A
		
Description
Invited submission for postcards by various designers/ artists for
Irish Times to portray contemporary Irish culture. Our postcard is a
measured survey of a snug in Toners Pub.

Post card

Sandford Mews
Job Number
029
Status		
Completed 2012
Size		
55 sqm
Location		
Donnybrook, Dublin
		
Description
This mews house is a single storey, timber clad mews house which
opens onto a linear courtyard.

External view

Clonskeagh Road
Job Number
030
Status		
Completed 2013
Size		
18 sqm
Location
Ranelagh, Dublin
		
Description
A glazed steel structure containing a staircase and seating area, to the
rear of a protected structure giving access from the piano noble to the
garden.

Photograph of staircase

Window to Practice
Job Number
031
Status		
Completed 2012
Size		 N/A
Location		
UCD School of Architecture, Dublin
		
Description
A group exhibition, exploring the use of drawing, particularly tender
and construction drawings, that seek to fully describe how a building
or part of a build is to be made. The focus of the exhibition is the
domestic window.

Photograph of exhibition

Purple
Job Number
032
Status		
Completed 2012
Size		 N/A
Location
Projects Arts Centre, Dublin
		
Description
Set design for John Fosse play, Purple. Horizontal curtains &
backlighting are used to give a sense of voyeurism into the world of the
performers.

Photograph of performance

20 Chairs Exhibition
Job Number
033
Status		
Completed 2012
Size		 N/A
Location		
Dublin
		
Description
Exhibition, in which 20 Architects were asked to choose and briefly
describe their favourite chair. We chose Gio Pontis Supperleggera
chair for its refined anonymity.

Image of Supperleggera chair by Gio Ponti

Clonskeagh Mews
Job Number
034
Status		
Planning, incomplete 2012
Size		
85 sqm
Location		
Clonskeagh, Dublin
		
Description
Refurbishment of stables to the rear of a villa into ancilliary family
accomodation.

Proposed ground floor plan

Waterloo Lane
Job Number
035
Status		
Completed 2013
Size		
100 sqm
Location		
Donnybrook, Dublin
		
Description
A series of new screens are placed within an existing mews house. A
garage door is replaced with a planted screen to make a window onto
the lane for a new kitchen. Sliding doors are replaced with a bespoke
window which looks up towards the mature trees beyond. A small
utility shed in the rear garden is faced in mirror to double the planting
to the small town garden.
Awards
2015 – Award – Architectural Association of Ireland Awards

Photograph of front elevation

DCU Entrance Competition
Job Number
036
Status		
Competition 2012
Size		 N/A
Location		
Dublin City University, Dublin
		
Description
Our vision is to make an outward marker, a transformative threshold
and a unique sense of place at the main entrance to DCU. Our proposal
seeks to create an entrance sequence and front square which will be both
practical and inspirational, and will grow with DCU as an institution of
learning.
Awards
Highly Commended Entry

Axonometric of proposal

Sherlock Park
Job Number
037
Status		
Completed 2014
Size		
47 sqm
Location		
Skerries, Dublin
		
Description
Extension of an existing 1950’s council house.

Proposed ground floor plan

Mount Juliet
Job Number
038
Status		
Sketch design, incomplete 2013
Size		 N/A
Location		
Kilkenny
		
Description
Proposals to introduce a variety of elements into an estate in Kilkenny to
enhance the enjoyment of the landscape.

Sketch plan

Swilly Road
Job Number
039
Status		
Planning, incomplete 2013
Size		
47 sqm
Location		
Cabra, Dublin
		
Description
Extension & refurishment of a 1950’s ex. council house.

Model of proposal

Artangel
Job Number
041
Status		
Proposal, incomplete 2013
Size		 N/A
Location
Belfast, Northern Ireland
		
Description
Submission made with artist Maud Cotter to create a new ‘house’ for
culture in Belfast.

Submission images (L) TAKA, (R) Maud Cotter

St Patricks Park Tearoom
Job Number
042
Status		
Completed 2015
Size		
47 sqm
Location		
South City Centre, Dublin
		
Description
A new Tearoom and Public Toilets were inserted into existing storage
spaces behind the historic arches. All new interventions into the
historic fabric are carried out in bespoke steelwork elements. A new
terrace outside features a 5m long communal table set underneath a
magnolia tree.
Awards
2016 – Commended Best Public Space - RIAI Awards

Photograph of communal concrete table outside Tearoom

Woodstown Way
Job Number
043
Status		
Proposal, incomplete 2014
Size		
50 sqm
Location		
Knocklyon, Dublin
		
Description
Extension of a suburban house.

Proposed ground floor plan

1916 Centenery Chapel Competition
Job Number
044
Status		
Completed 2013
Size		
50 sqm
Location
Dublin
		
Description
Our design is based around the unique experience of Dublin’s everchanging sky, a distinct characteristic of the city which has reamined
unchanged since 1916.
We seek to use the subtly shifting qualities of the sky to create a chapel
which is given a sense of luminous serenity and quiet change.
Awards
Highly Commended Entry

Model photo of proposal

Architect’s Bursary 2014
Job Number
045
Status		
Completed 2014
Size		 N/A
Location		
N/A
		
Description
Bursary award from the Arts Council of Ireland to create prototype
ironmongery.

Final prototypes

Seafield Road
Job Number
046
Status		
Sketch design, incomplete 2014
Size		
53 sqm
Location		
Clontarf, Dublin
		
Description
Refurbishment & extension of Victorian villa.

Proposed ground floor plan

Etsy
Job Number
047
Status		
Sketch design, incomplete 2014
Size		 N/A
Location		
N/A
		
Description
Sketch proposal for fit out of new European headquarters for online
marketplace Etsy.













  
 
 

         




















       
 







 

 

       
 
 

 





 
 

       
 


  
 



*Project carried out with Damien Culligan.
Image of proposal

RDS Competition
Job Number
048
Status		
Competition 2014
Size		 N/A
Location		
Ballsbridge, Dublin
		
Description
Incompleted competition entry for new stand at the Royal Dublin
Society in Dublin.

Existing site plan

Strand Road
Job Number
049
Status		
Completed 2015
Size		 N/A
Location		
Sandymount
		
Description
A new vechicular entrance to the front boundary of a house facing the
sea.

Proposed site plan

Woodfield Dalkey
Job Number
050
Status		
Sketch design, incomplete 2015
Size		
200 sqm
Location		
Dalkey, Dublin
		
Description
Sketch design for reorganisation of an existing house.

Sketch ground floor plan

Massey Bros
Job Number
051
Status		
Sketch design, incomplete 2015
Size		
178 sqm
Location
The Coombe, Dublin
		
Description
Proposal for a new emblaming suite and coffin workshop for a funeral
home.

Proposed plan

Vicar Street
Job Number
052
Status		
Completed 2016
Size		
120 sqm
Location		
The Liberties, Dublin
		
Description
Refurbishment of an existing warehouse into architects offices.

Proposed ground floor plan

ID2015 London
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

053
Completed 2015
100 sqm
Kings Cross, London, UK

Description
A temporary structure built for the London Festival of Architecture.
Designed in a collaborative process with Steve Larkin and Clancy
Moore Architects, the pavilion seeks to recreate multiple civic elements
of the city.
Awards
2016 Shortlisted for AR pop-up awards

* This Project was a collaboration between TAKA, Clancy Moore and
Steve Larkin Architects.
Photograph of temporary pavilion

Hainault Road
Job Number
054
Status		
Tender 2016
Size		
304 sqm
Location		
Foxrock, Dublin
		
Description
Refurbishment and extension of existing single storey detached house.

Proposed ground floor plan

Ramleh Park
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

055
Sketch proposals, incomplete, 2015
N/A
Milltown, Dublin

Description
Extension of a Victorian house.

Sketch plan

Belvedere College Sports Pavilion
Job Number
057
Status		
Tender 2017
Size		
1400 sqm
Location		
Cabra, Dublin
		
Description
A new-build sports pavilion containing changing rooms at ground
floor level, with social spaces above. A viewing mound facing the
pitch conceals the private shower spaces below and offers an informal
grandstand. A large roof unites the complex programme and is
articulated to create shelter and entrance spaces underneath.

Image of proposal

Blessington Basin Tearooms
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

058
Feasibility Study 2015
N/A
North city centre, Dublin

Description
The brief was to provide a new Tearoom and associated seating areas in
the general location of the existing depot building.
The building itself is a contemporary brick and timber structure with
a pitched slate roof. It is of modest scale and expression, so as not to
dominate the setting of the park.

Image of proposal in context

Oliver Plunkett Road
Job Number
059
Status		
Tender 2017
Size		
60 sqm refurbishment, 22 sqm extension
Location		
Monkstown, Dublin
		
Description
An extension which acts as a viewing box for a garden of rare palm
trees, with a large turtle tank built into the end wall of the living space.

Proposed ground floor plan

Griffenstown Glen
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location

060
Sketch proposals, incomplete 2016
160 sqm
Wicklow

Description
Proposal for new stables which create a courtyard beside an existing
rural house.

Proposed ground floor plan

Percy Lane
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location

061
Planning, 2016
269 sqm
Percy Lane, Ballsbridge, Dublin

Description
Proposal for 2 no. new semi-detached 3-bed mews houses with rear
garden terraces at 1st floor and flat roofs with flat rooflights at 2nd floor.

Proposed elevation

A Domestic Landscape
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

062
Invited Competition 2016
2300 sqm
Ballsbridge

Description
A family compound made from a series of interrelated internal and
external rooms, laid out across the entire site. The external rooms are
open to the sky, while the internal rooms have a constructed sky of
white concrete vaults.

Proposed image

Pembroke Row
Job Number
063
Status		
Sketch design, incomplete2016
Size		
3480 sqm
Location		
Ballsbridge, Dublin
		
Description
A proposal for a mixed-use development on Pembroke Row. The
scheme was mainly residential with at least 1 no. commercial unit at
ground floor.

TAKA Architects

Details
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Mixed-Use Development at Pembroke Row, Dublin 4

Proposed elevation and sections

Hibernian House
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

064
Planning 2017
460 sqm
Monasterevin, Kildare

Description
Our design approach to the refurbishment of the protected structure
Hibernian House has been to retain as much of the existing material
and character as possible while making focussed interventions to allow
the house to function as a comfortable family dwelling.

Model showing existing in brown card and proposed in white card

Belvedere College Masterplan
Job Number
065
Status		
Sketch design 2017
Size		
8480 sqm
Location
North City Centre, Dublin
		
Description
Masterplan of inner city school campus. Work includes a strategic
review of existing facilities, consultation with members of staff, and
the incorporation of desired future requirements into an overall
masterplan for the College.

Site model showing proposed in white card

Belvedere College Front Entrance
Job Number
Status		
Size		
Location		

066
Construction 2017
N/A
North City Centre, Dublin

Description
A new proposal for the front doors of Belvedere College. The
proposed design is for a steel-framed insertion into an existing stone
surround.

Photograph showing new front entrance

Le Cheile Trust
Job Number
067
Status
Sketch design 2017
Size		
170 sqm
Location		
Terenure, Dublin
		
Description
An administration and meeting building for a Catholic schools trust,
located amongst mature trees. The building is organised in two wings
with walls enclosing a small entrance courtyard and larger walled
garden. The roofs of each wing pitch up to clerestory glazing facing
east and south.

Image of entrance to proposed building

Middleton Park
Job Number
068
Status
Pre-planning 2017
Size		
82 sqm renovation, 123 sqm extention
Location		
Kilhugh, Co. Westmeath
		
Description
A series of interventions on the grounds of a small gatehouse which
was historically part of a larger Demesne. A new living area, separate
guest house and a small stables share a material language in order to
create a mini demesne, for the enjoyment of the landscape.

Image of proposed living room

Rush
Job Number
069
Status
Pre-planning 2017
Size		
150 sqm
Location		
Rush, Co. Dublin
		
Description
A proposal for a new-build single-storey house located in a hollow in a
dune landscape near the north Dublin coast.

Site plan proposed

Kanaus Competition
Job Number
070
Status
Incomplete Competition
Size		
11,750 sqm
Location		
Kanuas, Lithuania
		
Description
A proposal for a new concert hall on the banks of the Nemunas river in
Kaunus, Lithuania. The proposal deploys the elements of the brief in
order to create a series of indoor and outdoor urban spaces

* This Project was a collaboration between TAKA, Clancy Moore and
Steve Larkin Architects.
Sketch elevation detail

7.0 Exotica Part 2
(A Collection of
Fascinations)

The following chapter (which is
supplementary to Section 2.0 Exotica)
takes the form of an array of photographs
taken over the course of a 10 month long
trip around the world in 2006/07.
This travel was undertaken by myself
(full duration) and Alice (up until
Hong Kong) directly prior to setting up
practice. We chose the name TAKA for
our practice during this trip, while we
were in Bangladesh. TAKA is the name of
the Bangladeshi currency which depicts
the national assembly building by Louis
Kahn on a number of its banknotes. It
was partially in homage to Kahn that
we chose the name, but more so that
we liked the sound of the word and its
cultural ambiguity in an Irish context – it
sounded like it could be a Gaelic word or,
just as easily be from somewhere entirely
different.
The documentation through selected
photographs of this trip is intended to be
representative of, and portray the nature

of our wider targeted travel. These travels
are not passive wanderings but planned
explorations, obsessively hunting down
buildings and places which, through
our first-hand experience of them, might
help us to make better buildings. The
vast majority of the buildings or places
documented here were actively sought out
with only a minority encountered along
the way.
These photographs are also representative
of the specific nature of our Fascinations,
they show the type of things which we are
fascinated by and which constitute our
sensibility of Exotica.
This trip was not the first piece of targeted
travel which we had undertaken, but it was
certainly the longest and most important.
Important not only because of the vast
wealth of experiences and Fascinations
which it has given us, but also because
it was undertaken at a critical time in
our lives as architects. I believe this trip
profoundly shifted the needle of our

practice’s compass prior to building our
first buildings when we returned home,
and set us on a trajectory - where Exotica is
overlaid upon Decorum - which we are still
pursuing today.
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